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LEONARDIAN FLUID MECHANICS 
IN THE MANUSCRIPT H
By Enzo Macagno
INTRODUCTION
Leonardo's Studies of Flow
Leonardo studied, over a period of about fourty years, many flow and 
transport phenomena in what he called 'terra, acqua, aria, fuoco', the four 
elements. He investigated such phenomena with novel methodology and original 
results (Macagno 1985b), as anybody can easily verify by studying the many 
notes and drawings on the subject that have reached our times. For a long 
time before Leonardo, and about two centuries after him, nobody approached the 
science, and also the art, of flow in the way he did it. 1 contend that 
Leonardian fluid mechanics has only been studied fragmentarily and sporadical­
ly without ever making the attempt of encompassing all that Leonardo left on 
the subject in the extant documents. I do not forget the excellent work of 
Giacomelli and Arredi in hydrostatics and in aeronautics, but that only shows 
that the work was fragmentary. A synthesis remains to be arrived at, and it 
requires certainly a monumental work taking into account the nature of the 
documents, among which none contains a systematic compilation on fluid flow.
After almost three decades of studying Leonardian fluid mechanics, 1 
advanced three years ago (at the Congress on History of Hydraulics in Berlin) 
the thesis that no other work of Leonardo is so innovative and original. Both 
in methodology and in results, he went far beyond the knowledge of fluid 
mechanics of his times. We must take into account that in this activity he
could not have been the student or the apprentice of anybody who could be
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considered like a Verrochio of fluid mechanics. Many could and did teach 
something to Leonardo, directly or indirectly, in anatomy, architecture, 
botany, geology, hydraulic engineering, sculpture and other fields, while if 
somebody taught Leonardo some fluid mechanics it could have been mainly a hin­
drance. Because the fluid science of the times of Leonardo was full of half 
truths, misconceptions and mistakes. The little that Leonardo managed to 
learn about fluid mechanics, or the underlying physics, was better rejected 
than kept in mind. He surely sensed this, because he relied mainly on experi­
ments and on the observation of experimental situations in nature and in man­
made systems. And he reached the point of writing the following note in 
Manuscript H of the Institute de France:
Ricordate quando comentj laeque dallegar prima la sperienza e poj la
ragione. (Ms H 90R Tl).
He must have written about the need to consider experimental methodology in 
first place when dealing with the behavior of water, after considerable exper­
ience with hydraulic problems. Even today, it is good to trust more the 
experiment than the theory in many questions of hydraulics, particularly when 
processes of transport are involved.
The Manuscript H
At the lnstitut de France, in Paris, several notebooks of Leonardo da 
Vinci are kept since they were taken from the Biblioteca Ambrosiana of Milan, 
Italy, by orders of Napoleon. Two facsimiles of the Ms H have been published, 
one very recently, and another about a century ago. 1 have based the work 
presented in this volume exclusively on the facsimiles because 1 simply do not
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trust transcriptions and translations. 1 must say, however, that 1 have 
carefully confronted "a posteriori" my own transcription with those of Ravais- 
son-Mollien and Marinoni. 1 have found few discrepancies, which I am sure do 
not affect the identification and study of the passages of interest in my 
study of Leonardian fluid mechanics.
I do not consider necessary to summarize here all the information avail­
able in a number of publications about the notebooks of Leonardo in general 
and the Ms H in particular. There are 142 folios in the Ms H, and 1 have 
extracted material, directly and indirectly related to fluids, flow and trans­
port phenomena, from 106 pages. The material on fluid mechanics and hydrau­
lics comes from about one third of the almost 300 pages of the manuscript. 
According to the dates one finds in a few folios, and the opinion of Professor 
Marinoni, the Ms H is from 1494. In a table of Claudio Fronza 1982, the date 
is estimated ca. 1483-94. It seems that the small format notebook was com­
pleted by 1494. I feel more comfortable with a span of about a decade, be­
cause one can see that Leonardo's knowledge of fluid mechanics in the Ms H 
undergoes progress which could hardly have occurred in the period of about one 
year, or two. As 1 have already expressed somewhere else (see, e.g., Macagno 
1985b), once we arrive at a satisfactory synthesis of Leonardian fluid mechan­
ics, refining work on the chronology of Leonardo's documents is going to be 
warranted using the development of his science of flow and transport phenom­
ena.
The Ms H is constituted, in fact, of three parts:
HI, from folio 1 to 48 
H2, from folio 49 to 94 
H3, from folio 95 to 142
vIf we call each of these parts notebook, we find that each notebook is made of 
booklets or fascicles, some of which were put up-side-down, or 'capovolto' in 
Italian. Thus, when a folio belongs to one of these booklets, the notation 
'CV is used.
Survey of the Manuscript H
This volume contains the results of my initial study of the notes and 
drawings on flow science in the Ms H. It is basically a survey, an explora­
tion of the contents of interest, in which 1 have tried to identify, extract, 
and tabulate all the passages, written or pictorial, on fluid mechanics and 
hydraulics. I have also included many which are indirectly related to those 
disciplines, either as basic knowledge or as applications. But I have gone 
much beyond the survey with my comments and my suggestions. The comments are 
critical most of the time, and 1 hope that the suggestions for the work that 
remains to be done are persuassive and lead to some fruition soon. 1 hope 
these initial steps with the Ms H become useful to any person interested in 
both the analysis and the synthesis; 1 know that 1 will use them intensively 
in the near future. Working with such an approach and such views towards what 
has to be accomplished has been very enjoyable.
The methodology I have followed is in great part the one that 1 have 
slowly developed and then used in the previous surveys of the Codices Madrid 1 
and 11 (1974-80), the Codex Atlanticus (1970-85), the Codex Hammer (1983-87), 
the Codices Forster and Arundel (1978-87). The multi-channel tabulation was 
an important part of the survey and it is described in Macagno 1986b, 1987b, 
1988a, at the level of development that has been used in this survey. 1 
consider that it is only necessary to give here a few illustrations on how the
v i
profiles, which are the core of the tabulation, are generated (see Table 1 at 
the end of the Introduction). For more details 1 refer to several of my 
publications (Macagno 1986a, 1987b, 1988a). Printed tabulations are clumsy to 
use; but when stored in a computer system they become optimally useful because 
then one can quickly retrieve any groupings of key terms that are judged of 
interest. 1 have done this already to have before me the different areas of 
the science of flow covered by Leonardo in the Ms H. In this way, 1 can gage 
exactly the different extent of coverage of such areas, or that of any other 
area one may care to define. In Table 11, 1 give a sample of one of those 
retrievals, which 1 have edited especially for this volume.
Organization of this Volume
The reader will find double pages numbered with the same Arabic numeral 
each pair. The page on left-hand side contains passages from the Ms H in the 
Leonardian Italian, the version of such passages in English, and my comments 
for most of them. On the right-hand side there is a succint "map" of the 
corresponding page of the Ms H with the approximate locations of texts (T) and 
drawings (D); beside this map, 1 give the profiles for the blocks of informa­
tion I have identified in the manuscript. Also included are drawings, when­
ever necessary. 1 only drew sketches of Leonardo's drawings when they were on 
fluid flow, or somehow related to fluid mechanics. 1 have had serious doubts 
about giving versions of both texts and drawings, but finally brought myself 
to do it, because it is very useful to have all this material at hand, for 
future work by either myself and/or others.
1 do not consider a work in which a uniform systematic translation, and 
no more, is offered, as being of much use when one deals with Leonardo's 
manuscripts. 1 found necessary to change my approach from one passage to the
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other: in some cases literal translation appeared as useful, while in other
cases it became necessary to attempt to include words obviously left out, and 
still in others, an exegetical work seemed to be the only way to do something 
useful. 1 must make clear that 1 had in mind scholars who would work on the 
syntesis of Leonardian science of flow and transport phenomena, and not the 
general public. The writings of Leonardo are many times cryptic, abbreviated, 
disorganized; how can they be of any use to others than those who want to work 
on them for scholarly purposes? 1 have tried to supplement my work with 
comments concerning texts and drawings; they are inseparable from the Italian 
original and the English version.
Methodology
The most important asset of the methodology used stems from five decades 
of theoretical and experimental study of flow and transport phenomena, and 
also from about forty years of teaching hydraulics and fluid mechanics and 
observing the primitive notions of students before they study those subjects 
for the first time. The latter observation has taught me much that has been 
very useful in understanding Leonardian fluid mechanics, specially in those 
aspects in which he struggled to acquire the correct views. Very useful has 
been, and still is, the laboratory methodology 1 developed at the Iowa Insti­
tute of Hydraulic Research and at the Institut fur Hydromechanik Universitat 
Karlsruhe, consisting in re-running many of Leonardo's experiments and ex­
perimental situations. This methodology, so helpful in gaining insight into 
the work of Leonardo, has been presented in several publications (see e.g. 
Macagno 1982).
In what concerns the direct work with Leonardian science of flow, 1 have 
chosen to trust only the original form of his notebooks, and thus 1 use only
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the facsimiles available, most of which are good enough for my work. 1 do not 
trust even the so called diplomatic transcriptions. In the case of the Ms H 
we have now two facsimiles, that of Ravaisson-Mol1ien of about a century ago, 
and the very recent published by Barbera-Giunti of Firenze. To check my 
reading, 1 have consulted the diplomatic transcriptions of Ravaisson-Mol1ien 
and A. Marinoni; 1 have found rather few discrepancies. 1 have developed not 
only mistrust for any other transcription or translation, but also a very 
critical attitude towards some translations, which is reflected in my comments 
in a number of cases. 1 am sure that 1 must have made mistakes myself ("Trad­
uttore traditore"), but 1 have offered self-criticism, and 1 have frankly 
expressed my many doubts. That 1 know, nobody else has offered joint versions 
of what the combination of text and drawing says. Ignoring, or not paying 
enough attention to the drawings, must ineluctably damage any effort of tran­
slating Leonardian fluid-mechanical notes.
1 am somewhat concerned by the way in which 1 have reproduced Leonardo's 
texts, but 1 believe they will be useful to others, as they are to me. 1 have 
tried to do it so that one can easily type those passages for computer stor­
age. I have preferred to separate words in my own way; this is necessary 
because Leonardo was absolutely not careful in this respect. No changes were 
made to correct the spelling, and thus we have in many cases 'piv' instead of 
1 piu', or 'obi 1ijqujta' instead of 'obb1iquita', etc. 1 have not introduced 
punctuation or accents that Leonardo never used. 1 have adopted a way of 
writing letters that are symbols in the figures in a way similar to Leonar­
do's; i.e., .a. or .m.n., etc.
In my references, the reader will find reflected my approach which has 
been that of trusting my own knowledge of fluid and transport processes, and 
that of authorities in the corresponding disciplines. In the section of
ix
references, 1 have added some comments which 1 expect to be useful to students 
of Leonardian science and art of flow.
Future Work
Much work is yet to be done to arrive at a satisfactory synthesis of 
Leonardian fluid mechanics and hydraulics. 1 have attempted to do it for 
limited areas, like that of hydrostatics, or that of fluid-mechanical analo­
gies (Macagno 1985a, 1986c, and 1987c), but many other areas remain to be 
investigated and synthesized. Of course, until all the documents are properly 
surveyed, a final total synthesis will have to be postponed. 1 very much hope 
that this work can be finished in the years 1 have left, but most probably 
this monumental work will have to be completed by others, and 1 hope 1 may 
attract co-workers soon for an appropriate and effective transfer.
Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research 
Iowa City, April 18 of 1988
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TABLE I
CONSTRUCTION OF PROFILES
FOLIO TOPICAL BLOCK PROFILE
Ms H 
52V T2
1
ACQUA ^  TURBj
lacqa turba (noce piv*—EROS 
alle riue che Ila chia­
ra e piv in basso che 
in alto perche le piv 
pesante e grossa.
STRAT ,'------------v--------------
FLOW
FLOW
ACQUA
CANAL
EROS
STRAT
Ms H 
77V Tl
2
ACQUA. FLOWX  i
llacqa che Ichore presso 
CANAL-— al fondo e alle rive sa-
ra |piv tarda cheli al- DISTRIB 
tra/per chaua delle per- 
cussionj ) che fanno 
(retrosi.
VORT
FLOW
ACQUA
VORT
CANAL
DISTRIB
IMPACT
x i i i
FOLIO TOPICAL BLOCK PROFILE
Ms H 
57V 
Tl Dl
FLOW
ACQUA
ORIF
JET
W FALL 
IMPACT
JET - --* la linja .a.n.) essendo di
pari grosseza colla linja 
.b.c. verserà meno acqa
assaj. T ACOUA FLOW ACUUA
Ms H 
69V
TI D4,5
FLOW
ACQUA
JET
EXPER
W FALL
IMPACT
VISUAL
CONCEP
ACOUA-— >|lacqa di pari \chorso] e 
disscienso che[chontro 
IMPACT— > ]una laltra si mova pe- 
netra e traspassa luna 
laltra (sanza removere 
il suo naturai corso.]
i
CONCEP
x i v
FOLIO TOPICAL BLOCK PROFILE
Ms H 
32V 
D3
5
FLOW
CANAL
DEVICE?
ACQUA
EROS?
FLOW
ACQUA
EROS?
CANAL
DEVICE?
Ms H 
51R 
Dl
6
WAVES
ACQUA
FLUV
WAVES
tEROS
FLOW
ACQUA
WAVES
EROS
FLUV
Ms H 
53R 
Dl
7
H Y D R O S S I P H O N  
PARADOX
ACQUA
ACQUA
HYDROS
SIPHON
PARAD
x v
TABLE II
A SYNTHESIS OF TRANSPORT PHENOMENA AROUND OBSTACLES IN THE Ms H 
EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS
FOLIO SKETCH d e s c r i p t i o n PROFILE
Ms H 
34R 
TI ,2 
Di, 2
A flat-plate type of ob­
stacle normal to the flow 
is shown with flow pat­
tern including wake. The 
text describes where the 
sand is deposited down­
stream from the obstacle.
FLOW 
ACQUA 
GRAN 
TRANSP 
DEPOS 
BO P SU
Ms H
35R
TI D3
Flow over a submerged ob­
stacle. The distribution 
of material of different 
sizes along the flow is 
indicated. Some details 
of the flow pattern are 
given.
FLOW
ACQUA
GRAN
VORT
FLUV
DISTRIB
Ms H 
37V 
TI
T2 D3
Interaction between a pile 
of sediments in a river 
and main flow and vortex 
flow or back flow. Brief 
note on distribution of 
sediments.
FLOW
ACQUA
GRAN
VORT
DEPOS
FLUV
BO P SU?
Ms H 
39V 
TI
D2,3
Submerged obstacles with 
outline of flow over them. 
Relation between depth of 
obstacle relative to free 
surface and amount of 
sand deposited downstream.
FLOW
ACQUA
GRAN
EROS
DEPOS
BO SUBM
x v i
FOLIO SKETCH DESCRIPTION PROFILE
Ms H 
4 3V 
TI D2
Flow over an inclined dam 
or farrier. Description of 
flow pattern and its rela­
tion to erosion and depo­
sit of sediments. Most 
probably, this is a summary 
of observations at a dam 
site.
FLOW
ACQUA
EROS
DEPOS
FLUV
Ms H 
63
T3 D2
Flow and transport is around 
an elongated obstacle. The 
text T3 is limited to an ob­
scure incomplete sentence on 
where the sand deposit should 
be. Leonardo's sketch of the 
waves is puzzling.
FLOW
ACQUA
GRAN
WAVES
TRANS
DEPOS
Ms H 
64R 
Tl, 2 ,3 
Dl-6
One of the best pages of 
the Ms H. The drawings show 
the flow, including waves 
and vortices. The text des­
cribes the scour and the 
deposit processes. Only one 
of the six obstacles is shown.
FLOW
ACQUA
GRAN
WAVE
WAKE
VORT
EROS
DEPOS
BO P S
EXPER
VISUAL
Ms H 
82V 
DI
Although no text was found 
for this drawing, it becomes 
meaningful if compared with 
texts and drawings of horse- 
shoe vortices and scour holes 
in the Codex Hammer. ( See 
Macagno 1988a.)
FLOW
ACQUA
VORT
EROS?
BO P SU
0LEONARDIAN FLUID MECHANICS 
IN THE MANUSCRIPT H
1Ms H IR CV T2 DI
To lock with key an 'incastro' in 
Vigevano.
da sserare a chiave vno incastro 
a vigievine. (Tl)
The drawing D1 is very poor and tittle can be learned from it. Besides an 
indication that the gate seems to be blocked near to its upper edge, the 
main interest for this entry, from the hydraulics point of view, is to 
illustrate the use of the term 'incastro' . I prefer to leave the word in 
Italian, at least for the time being. I think that it was meant for some 
kind of control in canal-flow operation.
Ms H 2R CV Dl and D2
D1 appears to represent a flow past an obstacle of more or less oval shape 
consisting in a pile of sand and gravel, side by side. Perhaps, the place 
where gravel is shown is a scour hole instead.
I found D2 more difficult to interpret ; it could be flow of water disturb­
ed by a row of obstacles which is seen in a plan view with indications of 
wave patterns both upstream and downstream; or it could be a flow shown in 
a vertical plane originating in a burning bed in an oven. I have added 
arrows to some of the drawings; they were not used by Leonardo to indicate 
flow direction.
1TI
DI
T2
Ms H IR CV 
T2 DI
ACQUA 
HYD ENG 
DEVICE
TI
DI
T2
Ms H 2R CV
DI
FLOW
ACQUA
GRAN
D2
FLOW
ACQUA?
GRAN
WAVE
2Ms H 3R DI
In this folio there is only a rather faint drawing, the orientation of 
which is very difficult to decide. It could represent water waves, or 
sand waves, a cloud, or a smoke plume, etc. I do not think there is
anything to suggest that this is a pile of some granular material, or a 
mound, in the middle of some flow. Because of the many uncertainties, I 
have constructed a conjectural mixed profile as shown in the next page.
Ms H 4V C V
Because the folios before and after are upside-down (CV), and because 
there seem to be a down-coming jet in D2, I have listed this page also as 
CV. I have decided that there are two, and not more, drawings for which I 
have constructed conjectural profiles full of question marks. I have 
left, however, FLOW without question mark to indicate that I believe these 
are sketches of some kind of flow situations. Perhaps, in the future, and 
after finding similar drawings in other notebooks, we will be able to tell 
what these sketches represent.
2Dl
Ms H 3R 
Dl
FLOW ? 
TERRA ? 
ACQUA ? 
WAVES ? 
METEO ?
Dl
D2
Ms H 4V CV
Dl
FLOW 
ACQUA ? 
WAKE ? 
B O P S  ?
D2
FLOW 
ACQUA ? 
VORT ? 
JET ?
3Ms H 11V CV T2
Abstention
The wild ass, when it goes to the 
fountain to drink and finds the wat­
er inturbidated, does not ever feel 
so much thirst that it would not 
wait until the water becomes clear 
again.
asstinentia
11 saluatico assino quando va alla 
fonte per bere et truova laequa 
intorbidata non ara maj si gran 
sete che non sastenga di bere e 
asspettj chessa acqa si rissciarj. 
(T2)
Abstention has been preferred to Abstineney because the second word would 
carry a notion of moral choice. Inturbidated seemed better than murky3 or 
muddy, because the main reason for including this passage is precisely 
that one finds here the notion of suspension of a fine material in water} 
and the eventual clarification, as a process of sedimentation.
3Tl
T2
T3
Ms H 11V CV 
T2
ACQUA 
TURB 
LIV S 
LIT
4Ms H 20R CV T1
The Elephant
...They delight in rivers and go al­
ways wandering around them. But, be­
cause of their great weight, they 
cannot swim__
( leofante)
...deletansi de fiuvmj e ssempre 
vanno vagabundi intorn a quelglj e 
per lo gran peso non possan notare 
...(Tl)
Leonardo was probably transcribing what others believed about elephants, 
but this is really irrelevant here; what is important is the notion of an 
animal unable to swim because of great weight. This must be studied to 
ascertain if Leonardo meant the extensive or the intensive property; i.e., 
whether he meant weight or specific weight. The day before sending this 
monograph to the printing office, I received a letter from Dr, Cynthia 
Moss, director of the Amboseli Elephant Research Project, from which I 
take the liberty of quoting just one sentence: "Elephants can swim,”
Ms H 20V CV Tl
When they cross rivers they send 
their young downstream and by staying 
upstream they break the continuity of 
the water flow so that the current 
cannot drag them (the young) away.
quando passano i fiumj mandano i 
figliolj di uerso il calar dell 
acqua estando loro in verso lerta 
ronpono lunito corso dell acua 
acio chel corso no 11i menassi via. 
(Tl)
The retarding effect of a row of bulky animals (elephants) is recognized 
here while showing that there is also some animal hydraulic wisdom. 
Leonardo dealt, in many places in his notebooks, with the subject of 
objects as obstacles in river and canal flows.
4Tl
Ms H 20R CV 
Tl
HYDROS
ACQUA
FLUV
LIV S
ANIMAL
LIT
Tl
T2
Ms H 20V CV 
Tl
FLOW 
ACQUA 
BO P SU 
FLUV 
CURRENT 
LIV S 
ANIMAL 
LIT
5Ms H 20V CV T2, 21R CV T1
The Dragon
They go together and intertwine like 
a net . . . .  and, keeping the head 
up, cross the marshes swimming to 
places with better food to be found. 
Thus, if they would not join togeth­
er they would drawn. This is what 
union does.
il dragone
questi saconpagnjan insieme e ssi 
tessano a uso di ratiti e colla 
testa leuata passano i paduli e 
notano dove trouan mjgliore pasur- 
a e sse cosi no si vnjssin aneger- 
ebono cosi fa la unjtione. (T2)
In this case of hydraulic animal wisdom, it is a moral conclusion what 
Leonardo derived, or accepted, rather than a technical one. In this he 
was not like us who are so reluctant to associate technology and ethics.
Ms H 21R CV T2
Serpents
The serpent, a very big animal, upon 
seeing a bird in the air, inhales 
with such a force that entrains the 
the birds into its mouth.
serpenti
il serpente grandisimo anjmale 
quando vede alcuno ucciello per 
laria tira a se si forte il fiato 
che ssi tira gli uccielli in 
bocha. (T2)
Of these notes on different animals, this is the most revealing about 
fluid-mechanical notions of Leonardo at that time. It shows great ignor­
ance about the entirely different behavior of the air flow when inhaling 
and exhaling (See Macagno 1981). In one case, we have sink-flow patterns 
and in the other jet-flow patterns; the chances of entraining a bird in a 
sink flow are really very slim when it is flying up in the air.
5TI
T2
Ms H 20V - 21R CV 
T2
ACQUA 
LIV S 
SWIM 
LIT
T2
TI
T3
Ms H 2IR CV 
T2
FLOW
ARIA
LIV S
ANIMAL
BIRD
LIT
6Ms H 27V Dl
Small drawing of difficult interpretation 3 probably not related to Jdow. 
However3 it has flow-like qualities because of its sinuous part suggestive 
of meandering or of a vortex trail. Because D3 surely represents an 
animal3 and both drawings seem to be of the same time3 this is likely to 
be also a sketch of some animal.
Ms H 27V D2
The drawing3 similar to others of Leonardo (sees e.g. MsH 30R D8) s de­
picts} in a rather sketchy way3 the flow around a partially submerged body 
which looks like an irregular polyhedron with triangular and quadrilateral 
facesy at least for the visible part of it. There appear to be two boun­
daries to the flow as if the obstacle were in a water channel. The curved 
lines are mainly incomplete depictions of stationary waves bending around 
the obstacle. Some lines (not shown in my sketch) in the wake of this 
flow belong really to Dl.
6D2
Dl D3
D2
D3 D2
7Ms H 29R CV TI D2, - T2 D4
Where the vortices, generated by 
flow boils, mix themselves with the 
current there is great depth.
dove i retrosi nati da bollori si 
mjstano colla corente ivi fia gran 
fondo. (Tl)
Water forms its beds by jumps. lacqa fa i sua fondi a balzi. (T2)
D2 shows a bend in a channel of rectangular cross-section with a strong 
secondary flow and surrounding turbulence. Tl may not be directly related 
to D2 although it tells about a scouring hole which one would expect to 
see shown in the drawing; but there is only a cross-section with vertical 
walls suggestive of non-erodible material.
D4 shows a strongly sinusoidal bed as one would expect from reading T2, 
The interface water-air 3 on the contrary3 is nearly flat except at one 
end.
Ms H 29V Tl and T2
The water that rises in a year 
is equal to that coming down in 
the rivers and through the air.
tanto sara vna volta lanno lacqa 
che monta quanto quella che dis- 
scjende ne fiumj e nell aria. 
(Tl)
Over the relatively long period of one year 3 Leonardo judged that there 
should be a balance between the water going up and the water coming down 
through water courses and through the air. Note that it is not said what 
mechanisms are involved3 although that of precipitation is implied.
T2 is included without giving the text because it is about technical 
construction details of wings without anything relating to flow.
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8Ms H 30R TI DI - T2 - T3 - T4 - D8
All the things that are lighter than 
sand will settle on the low place of 
the river below the beginning of the 
downhill side of the (bed-) wave.
Where the water flows with low velo­
city the surface of its bed is made 
of very fine silt or sand.
Where the turbid water flows amidst 
the lower ramifications of vegetation 
it will deposit much sand or silt due 
to the many convolutions of its vor­
tices.
If the heavy object which offers re­
sistance to the flow of water will be 
in the mid(dle). . .
tutte le cose che sson piu legieri 
chella rena resterano di uerso la 
basseza del fiume socto il princi­
pio della decljnation dell onda. 
(Tl)
dove lacqa ara mjnor moto la sup­
erficie del suo fondo sara di piv 
sottile lita o rena. (T2)
dove il corso della dorbida acqua 
entera infra Ile basse ramjfica- 
tione delle boscjne jvi per le 
molte revulutionj de retrosi scar- 
icera molta sabbia o lljta. (T3)
se Ila cosa grieve al corso dell 
qa resistente si troverra i me.... 
(T4)
I have associated Tl and DI because, obviously, Leonardo refers in Tl to 
the sand waves in the bottom of a river. On those waves, material lighter 
than sand but heavier than water settles selectively due to hydrodynamic 
currents determined by the geometry of the sand waves.
In T2, 'silt' appeared better than 'mud' for 'lita', because one should 
try to indicate granulometry, as Leonardo meant, rather than a mixture of 
silt, or clay, and water.
In T3, 'ramifications' was used because it conveys Leonardo's term for 
those lowest branches (and perhaps foliage) which appear to produce favor­
able flow patterns for sedimentation; for this, they must be elements 
which are in the water passing by. It is obvious that roots would not do 
this because they would be buried in the bed; and, besides, Leonardo would 
not call them 'basse ramjficatione'.
Note the similarity of D8 in this folio and D2 in f. 27V; the second being 
a somewhat better sketch of this phenomena.
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9Ms H 30V Tl-7 Dl
That water which exerts less weight 
on its channel has higher velocity.
That water which has higher velocity 
exerts more force on its wheel.
That (water) which is more straight 
weighs less on its canal.
The water of the mills must impact 
the paddles of the wheels at right 
angles.
That water which flows with less 
slope will impact the wheel at grea- 
er distance from the vertical of its 
fall (point).
That water which impacts farther 
from the vertical of its fall exerts 
lesser impact.
De canali delle molina (Tl) 
Quell acqua che da men peso al suo 
canale e piv veloce. (T2)
Quell acqa che piv veloce piv cac- 
cja la sua rota. (T3)
Quella da men peso al suo canal 
che piu diritta. (T4)
lacqa delle moljna debbe perchot- 
ere le pale delle rote inn angolj 
rectj. (T5)
Quel acqua che chorrera co mancho 
pendente perchotera la rota piv 
lontano dal perpendiculare della 
sua caduta. (T6)
Quel acqua che percote piv lontano 
dal perpendicular della sua caduta 
da mjnor botta. (T7)
Tl was written over sketches which seem to he the first trials for D23 in 
which three hydraulic wheels and the canals conveying water to them are 
shown. I have translated 'perpendiculare' as 'vertical' 3 because other­
wise T5 and T7 become either meaningless or of wrong meaning. I interpret 
the text T5 as meaning that3 horizontally3 the points of tangency3 m' 3 n' 
and a ’ 3 are farther and farther from S3 r3 o respectively. Note that Sm’ 
> rn' > oa’ 3 and similarly for their vertical projections on the line S r 
o. One must take into account that the point at which the water impacts 
the blades must be clearly established. (I have introduced primed letters 
in D2 3 since Leonardo never used such symbols; the other letters are 
Leonardo's.)
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MS H 31R DI - D2
The drawing Dl (pen and ink) is difficult to interpret and I am not sure 
whether it is a plan view or a front view. Maybe3 Dl represents a number 
of channels parallel to each other3 but it could also have no relation to 
hydraulics.
Drawing D2, if one turns the folio 900 clockwise 3 could represent a combi­
nation of pump or weight-bellows-container connected to a standing pipe. 
(See Macagno 1982 3 1985b). Drawings in Ms H that could be related to D2 
are in folios 51V (DI). 75V (DI) 114V (Dl).
Ms H 31R Tl-4 D1
The wave generated by the impact of 
the water on the bottom will produce 
a flow below, which is opposite to 
that (flow) above.
The wave is slower at the end of its 
rise than in any other part.
The part of the wave which will move 
faster will be the one at the end of 
its fall.
The sand remains higher under the 
peak of the wave than under its val­
ley.
londa creata da la percussione 
dell acqua sopra del fondo fara 
oposito moto di sotto a cquel di 
sopra. (Tl)
londa e piv pigra nel fine della 
sua montata che nessun altra par­
te. (T2)
la parte dell onda che si moverà 
piv presto sara al fin della sua 
caduta. (T3)
la sabia resta piv alta soto la 1 - 
teza del onda che sotto la sua 
basseza. (T4)
This page offers an interesting problem3 because it is difficult to tell 
whether Leonardo is referring to a water wave3 or to a sand wave3 or to an 
interaction between a water wave and a sand wave. It will be necessary to 
look for other texts3 and also for drawings which may be related to these 
statements in this or other notebooks. The first statement seems to refer 
to a submerged get as the one coming down from a weir; it could be that 
Leonardo is referring to the supposed bouncing of this current after 
hitting the bottom of the channel or river.
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Ms H 31Y T3-5 DI,2
The stone thrown into still water 
will produce a motion in uniform 
circles if the water is of uniform 
depth.
If two stones are thrown close to 
each other, at a distance of one 
'braccio', the circles in the water 
will propagate one into the area of 
the other without one disturbing the 
other.
But if the bottom depth is non-uni­
form,the circles will not be uniform 
except on the surface.
11 sasso gittato nell acqa morta 
fara equal circhulatione di moto 
essendo laequa dequal profondità. 
(T3)
Se due pietre saranno gittate luna 
vicina all altra per isspatjo duno 
br i circuii dell acqa cresscier- 
anno equalmente luno in corpo all 
altro sanza guastamento luno dell 
altro. (T4)
Ma ssei fondo non sara equa le la 
circulatione non sara equale sen- 
none in superfitie. (T5)
Ms H 31Y 17
The bodies of (drawned?) dead males 
float in water on their backs while 
those of females float face down.
i corpi di masci morti nell acqa 
stanno nella supinj e Ile femjne 
bochonj. (T7)
Ms H 31V T8,9 D3
The object of long form which is 
thrown into the water will generate 
oval waves.
la cosa di lunga figura gittata 
sopra dell acqua fara ovata on- 
datione. (T8)
The round object which is thrown into 
flowing water will generate oval waves 
of 2 components.
la cosa retonda gittata sopra la 
corente acqa fara ovata ondatione 
di 2 motj. (T9)
The drawings could not he more sketchy, especially D3, and they do not 
help in understanding the corresponding statements. I believe that ’gua­
stamented in T4 was meant to indicate interference or perturbation rather 
than damage or ruin. In T7 , an alternative could have been to use the 
more technical terms 'supine’ and 'prone'. In T9, I think that Leonardo 
meant the superposition of two motions, and therefore I preferred 'compo­
nents' instead of 'motions'.
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Ms H 32V D3
The drawing could he that of a confluence of two canals or the branching 
of one in two. There seem to he a control indicated in the main canal. 
On one side there seem to be an indication of scour3 and this could help 
to decide the direction of the flow. I find this sketch reminiscent of 
”partidores" in irrigation systems of South America; it could be of Span­
ish or Italian inspiration as a hydraulic structure.
Ms H 33V T1 D1
To wet the dust when sweeping with 
a broom.
Ms H 33V T3
The ascent of the birds or the 
rebound itself of any body will 
not ever rise as much as it has 
descended or will not surpass it.
da daquare la poluere quando si 
scoua. (Tl)
il calare degli ucielli o balzo 
per se di qualunque cosa non sj 
leuera maj tanto quanto la calata 
o no Ila passera. (T3)
I find somewhat strange that Leonardo would care to make a note about the 
sprinkler of a watering pot. The paths of the water are very poorly 
drawn; hence3 in this sense3 an opportunity to show good perception a flow 
phenomena was missed.
Consistent with the criterium of giving a version in which obvious mis­
takes in the use of a term was made3 I have translated 'ascent' where I 
should have written 'descent.' This is not the only place where Leonardo 
expresses what amounts to a knowledge of the effects of resistance in a 
natural flow. The effect of neglecting resistance is included by saying 
that rise will not surpass the amount of the fall. Perhaps what Leonardo 
had in mind was something like: "The descent and subsequent ascent of the
birds3 or any other object which falls and rebounds...."
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Ms H 34R Tl,2 Dl,2
.a. is a stone downstream of which 
sand is gathered.
The bottom above
From .f. the water flows upstream to­
ward .a.
.a. sara vn sasso dopo il quale 
si ridoce rena. (TI)
fondi di sopra
da .f. lacqa torna indirieto ver­
so .a. (T2)
I have interpreted 'si ridoce rena’ taking into account that Leonardo 
deals with a similar situation in the Codex Hammery in which he reports 
the existence of the horse-shoe vortex upstream of obstacles in a free- 
surface flow. (See Macagno 1987a). In addition3 I took into account the 
meaning in "ridurre le pecore al redile". The scour hole around an ob­
stacle implanted on a sand bed is a complex phenomenony but here we seem 
to have the case in which there is some amount of deposit downstream.
MsH 34R D3
The third drawing seems to be a detail, perhaps of the upstream end of an 
obstacle in a flow. Probably there are piles of gravely and in the bot­
tom, perhapsy there is a channel which has been cleaned from sand; this 
would be confirmed if ’netta rena' would mean that sand is taken away. If 
it means ’clean sand' then we must think that there is sand there3 and I 
wonder if this would not be the downstream end of the obstacles in such a 
case. Search of a similar drawing for further clarification is in order.
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Ms H 34V Dl,2,3,4
D1 and D2 could be containers for some kind of liquid, perhaps molten 
material. In connection with some other drawings and/or text, they could 
be of some fluid-mechanical interest.
D3 appears to represent flow in a fluvial bend with a central deposit of 
coarse granular material, which seems to emerge from the water. A similar 
drawing is in MsH 46 DZ .
D4 seems to be a bend in a channel or a river with some control structure 
either at the beginning or the end of a straight reach. The loop drawn on 
the outer side of the bend may be a pool connected to the channel through 
an opening of little depth, or perhaps the entire pool is of small depth. 
Another possibility : water has eroded a bit the bank and an oval region 
has been flooded.
Ms H 35R TI D3
a n gravel 
n m sand 
o p sand 
p q gravel
a n giara 
n m sabbia 
o p rena 
P q giara
The drawing shows a longitudinal distribution of granular material along 
the flow which seems to be of little depth. Between .o. and .m. there is 
a large body; Leonardo however did not explain what /was there, between o 
and m. I see a large scour hole downstream from the stone (or cylinder) 
which is functioning apparently like a weir. I see a scour hole also at 
.o. .p, which must be due to a horse-shoe vortex.
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Ms H 35V T1 Dl
The continuous matter, which is for­
ced to bend into an arc, pushes 
along the line on which it desires 
to return.
la quantità continva che per forza 
in archo fie piegata spingie per 
la linja onde desidera tornare. 
(Tl)
My interpretation of the drawing Dl is that of a beam or a lamina which 
has been pushed by means of two blocks sliding on a table so that it bends 
laterally ; it is a case of buckling. In the text, Leonardo meant that to 
any action there is a reaction, if we want to express it in modern termi­
nology. Presumably3 there is an analogical connection with the arch 
facing D1, on Ms H 36R; one term of the analogy being continuous and the 
other discrete.
Ms H 35V T2 - T3 D2
Where the water is higher, more pres­
sure puts on its bottom and more takes 
away in its flow.
That part of the bottom, or the bank, 
that presents itself closer to right 
angles, to the straight course of the 
waters, is more eroded by flowing 
water.
dove laequa e piv alta piv al suo 
fondo pesa e Ilei suo corso piv 
leva. (T2)
quella parte del fondo o dell ar­
gine che ssi contrapone chon piv 
retti angoli al retto corso dell 
acque piv fia lesa nell acqa cor- 
ente. (T3)
I consider T2 and T3 as statements referring to scouring actions but I 
still wanted to have some separation between T2 and T3 because of some 
doubts about the interpretation of 'leva' in T2. I prefer to leave my 
interpretation somewhat o p e n b u t  with a strong feeling that T2 really 
describes erosive power and not a pure hydrodynamic effect which would be 
difficult to understand. T3 is clearly a statement about erosive power as 
a function of the angle of attack of the flow. I see the drawing D2 as a 
pictorial statement about the effect of the change in direction in a bend; 
i.e.3 the relation between the erosion produced and the value of the angle 
between oncoming and outgoing flow.
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Ms H 36R T1 Dl
The arch, made of discrete matter, 
exerts force along an oblique line, 
i.e., the triangle c.n.b. does not 
receive weight.
larcho di quantità discreta fa 
forza per linia obliqua cioè il 
triangulo c.n.b. non sente peso. 
(TD
An arch made of 16 stones is shown in Dl with a weight on top. The text 
states that this discrete system of bodies exerts force (at its ends) in 
an inclined direction thus excluding a zone (triangle c.n.b) from receiv­
ing weight from the arch. There is an analogy which seems obvious with 
the drawing in Ms 35 V. Analogies between discrete and continuum systems 
are frequent in Leonardo1s notes, either explicit, or implicit as this 
one.
Ms H 36R T2 D2
The water striking the angle scours 
the immediate bank sides.
lacqa che percote nell angolo pro­
fonda le prime choste. (T2)
If one reads together the text and the drawing it is clear that Leonardo 
is describing once more what one finds (perhaps later) in other notebooks: 
the scour zone produced by the horse-shoe vortices, depicted, e.g., in the 
Codex Hammer. Drawing D2 also shows wave patterns similar to those in 
many other drawings (see, e.g., Ms H 36V D2, a poorer sketch). A possible 
connection of these notes with those in MsH 34R D3 deserves further study.
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Ms H 36V D2
The drawing D2 is a very small sketch with a flow situation similar to 
that of Ms H 36R D23 but not quite the same. Only part of the plan view 
in this folio is shown in the other folio. Upstream waves and downstream 
wake are hinted here. It is not easy to tell exactly how the obstacle in 
this case really is; it seems to be made of a few stones in a cluster.
Ms H 36V Tl,2,3 Dl, 3
That part of a continuous body will 
suffer the maximum displacement which 
is farthest from its own part that 
moves the least.
The continuous body is a.c.m.n, the 
part of least motion is a.m, that of 
maximum displacement is c.n.
That side of the support (of a body) 
will bend in a curve around its center 
which receives in its upper part the 
most of the load.
Quella parte della quantità conti­
nua fara magior moto che ssara piv 
distante a quella parte che men si 
move. (Tl)
Quantità chontinua sia a.c.m.n la 
parte del mjnor moto sie a.m e del 
magiore sie c.n. (T2)
Quel lato del sostentaculo si pie- 
gera in arco verso il suo dentro 
del quale la superiore parte fia 
piv agravata. (T3)
Tl and T2 refer to Dl where we see a beam fixed at a.m which must have 
been loaded at its ends and bent down around a.n. Perhaps o.n.f and the 
element with an end at .p. have also experienced bending. Mote that a.c 
and m.o.n are straight lines; they should be curves3 and remember that 
Leonardo had a preference for linear laws.
T3 and D3 are both about what we call nowadays buckling of a slender 
column under a greater than critical load. In this case, the load was 
obviously initially eccentrics making the bending determinate rather than 
a case of instability.
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Ms H 37R T1 Dl,3
The sides of any discrete material 
which is piled up in a pyramidal 
aggregate will have the slope of 
the diagonal of a perfect square.
i latj dognj quantità discreta che 
in piramjdale congregatione amont­
ata sia dell obliqujta dell angui- 
are diamjtro del perfetto quadra­
to. (Tl)
The statement Tl is about any material presumably like gravel or sand, but 
while in D1 it really looks that way, in D3 one can see a representation 
of spherical particles or bodies (line cannon balls perhaps). The idea of 
a universal law for the angle of repose surely attracted Leonardo, and he 
adopted the 45° angle, although we can see in D3 that he must have noticed 
that there was a serious and hard to remove difficulty (see Macagno 
1987d). The conflict is clearly documented in the right-hand side of D3 
where we see the impossibility of filling the triangular space fully with 
equal tangent circles. It is perfectly clear that Leonardo tried unsuc­
cessfully to fit equal circles in the lower 45° corner.
Ms H 37R T2 and D2
Each part of the surface of the wat­
er desires to be equidistant from 
the center of the elements. And that 
part of the (water) surface which 
rises above the rest does it because 
of contrary motions which, between 
the surface and the bottom, overlap
ognj parte della superfitie dell 
acqa desidera equalmente distante 
dal cientro del li elementj esser 
situata e quella parte della sup­
erfitie chesso per alaltra si leva 
acade per contrari moti che tra 
lei el fondo si cavalcano. (T2)
one on the other.
T2 is a statement in which Leonardo tries to find a dynamic explanation 
for departures of the surface of the sea from a spherical shape concentric 
with the planet's center. Internal currents in the ocean would be respon­
sible for such disturbances.
D2, which is very faint drawing, may be of hydraulic meaning (perhaps an 
elevated canal) but bears no connection to T2.
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MsH 37V Tl,2 D3
Where the current occurs along the 
middle of the full river, the mound 
will not be between the junction of 
the vortex and it (the current). The 
current will be all deep.
The coarse gravel stays in the great­
er current.
dove la corente sara per la meta 
del pieno fiume il colle non sara 
tra Ila congiuntione de retroso 
e 1 lei anti fia tutta profonda.
(Tl)
la giara grossa riman nella magio- 
re corente. (T2)
I consider D3 not related to T1, but because the meaning of T1 remains 
uncertain to me3 I do not want yet to cut any connection between T1 and 
D3. In D3, I see an obstacle in the middle of a flow which according to 
T2 would leave the gravel where it was initially.
Ms H 38R T2
Where the water channel becomes nar­
rower (there) the bottom becomes 
deeper, and the flow faster.
dove il canal dell acqa si restri- 
gne li piv profonda el suo letto e 
piv corre. (T2)
The statement is for the erosive power of the water to dig a deeper chan­
nel in correspondence with less width afforded to its flow.
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Ms H 38V TI D2-4
This framework of double beams a.b 
will be for waters of 'quarto moto', 
below and above of 8 'braccia' with a 
depth of 1 'braccio'.
questa travata doppia di a.b fia 
per acqe di quarto moto di sotto e 
di sopra larg br 8 e profonda br 
j°. (Tl)
The drawings may be of interest to hydraulic engineers3 although they seem 
to represent rather simple installations. I could not find a meaning for 
'acque di quarto moto' 3 and I chose to leave it in the original language. 
D1 shows a paddle wheel and its canal3 while D2 3 33 4 are different views 
of what seems to me a double-deck canal3 or maybe a canal bridge. From 
the point of view of flow science there is little that can be useful.
Ms H 39R T1 and D2,3
The iron that continually receives 
the percussion of water currents does 
not ever rust but erosion burnishes 
it.
il fero che chontinvo ricieve la 
perchussione della corente acqa 
maj si ruginjssie anzi si consuma 
brunendosi. (Tl)
D2 and D3 may have an interest to hydraulic engineers because they look 
like gates in control structures3 but the text in Tl on this folio do not 
refer to them. The text describes the polishing action of water on hard 
materials. It does not seem to go as far as a wearing or pitting action3 
and much less to mean cavitation damage.
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Ms H 39V T1 D2,3
The farther from the (water) surface 
is the object dividing the water 
(flow), the less the sand it leaves 
downstream.
quanto la cosa che divide lacq fia 
piv distante alla superfitie tanto 
me rena lascia dopo se. (Tl)
Two faint sketches, D2 and D3 , show water flow over bodies which probably 
are cylindrical. In D2 there seem to be two surface profiles, or two 
modes of flow. Supposedly, these different modes produce different a- 
mounts of sediment downstream from the obstacle. The meaning of 1)4 could 
be hydraulic, but without more study it seems difficult to tell what l m s 
meant to represent.
Ms H 40R T3 D2,4
The water, after the down slope of 
the sediment wave, makes a counter­
flow and any light material gathers 
in the angle .a.
lacqa dopo il cadere dell onda del 
sabione fa contrario moto e nell 
angola .a. resta ognj levita. (T3)
The sketch D2 does not seem related to T3 and D4, although suggested by 
proximity and the use of red chalk in both. The text describes the flow 
and transport phenomena depicted in D4. When Leonardo said 'ognj levita’ 
surely did not mean anything lighter than water, but material in the range 
of densities between sand and water. Perhaps one should say "any material 
of intermediate density".
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Ms H 40V T1 Dl and T4 D4
Scours between two obstacles. cava fra due obietti. (Tl)
Where one water joins another at an 
acute angle it will dig down deeply.
ove ja acqa si givgnie col altra 
con acuto angolo tara gran prefon­
dita. (T4)
The connection between Tl and Dl is somewhat obscure, because without the 
text one would surely not see a current coming upon two obstacles in Dl ; 
what I see are a wake behind one obstacle and, perhaps, a vortex, or a 
hole, in between the two obstacles. D4 represents a confluence of two 
water streams followed by a curved channel, in which the main flow is 
indicated, or perhaps the scour trough in the bed.
Ms H 41R Dl,2,3
Dl and D3 are a side view and a plan view ('fondamento' ) of a bridge, or 
elevated canal. D2 could be a cross section, although at a different 
scale. Ho connection with the text in this folio. Of little value regar­
ding the science of flow.
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Ms H 43R DI and TI D2
If water falls, and follows a divid­
ed course, when it becomes one again 
it will scour deeply and undermine 
the banks because of low vortex mo­
tion.
se llacqua cade e piglia diuisio 
corso nel ricongivgnjersi insieme 
fara profondità e ruina nell ar­
gine perche con po retroso. (Tl)
Dl shows a detail in a laundry with the words 'per bucati'. D2 shows what 
appears to be a plan view of a flow around an obstacle. It is not clear 
enough to help in the interpretation of T1 in which the last words 'perche 
con po retroso’ are difficult to coordinate with the rest of the state­
ment. There seem to be a cancellation of those words, but this is not 
clear either.
Ms H 43V TI D2 and D3
.a. slow flow and muddy bottom 
.b. resumes speed 
.c. fast flow and clean bottom 
.d. slow flow
.a. pigra e fango il fondo 
.b. ripiglia il moto 
.c. (?) veloce e netto il fondo 
.d. pigra (Tl)
D2 shows an oblique dam in a river3 or canal3 with water presumably flow­
ing over the dam from .d. toward .c. With this assumption3 the descrip­
tion for the behavior of water and sediment given by Leonardo appears to 
make sense. 'pigra' is 'lazy' or 'sluggish' in common languagebut I 
have preferred to give a version in which the general hydraulic sense is 
better reflected. I have included D3 because it is important to have an 
integrated notion of how Leonardo understood force in all situations3 
since it seems that he had great difficulties in understanding force in 
fluid-mechanical situations (Macagno 1987b). Similar experiments are 
depicted in Ms H 44R Dl32. Only the last one has been reproduced here. 
In early stages of understanding of forces the own muscular sensations 
play a role.
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Ms H 44R T1 and Dl,3
Fable
The lily grew on the margin of the 
Ticino and the current carried away 
the bank together with the lily.
favola
ligiio si pose sopra la ripa di 
tesino e Ila corente tiro la ripa 
insieme col lilio. (Tl)
Although 'si pose sopra' could he translated into a reflexive form in 
English, I believe the sense is that the plant greto in a dangerous place 
(by choice, or not?) and payed dearly for it, The fable does not hear 
much on transport phenomena but on Leonardo's ways. In addition, all 
those who build too close to the water can derive a lesson from this brief 
'favola'. Drawings D1 and D3 are included for the same reasons D3, in Ms 
H 43V, was included.
Ms H 46R D3
D3 shows a meander in a river with a pile of gravel on the terrain sur­
rounded by the curve of the river, A lateral channel (or a branching of 
the curve) has the indication 'rena' (sand), A series of lines running 
all the way across the drawing are suggestive of flood flow over the 
meander. There is also a strong flow away from the sand canal (or 
mound?),
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Ms H 46V Tl,2 D1-T3 D2 - T4 D3
Where the water flows slower, being 
there (sediment) laden, it dischar­
ges more of its load.
Where the water flows slower it ero­
des less its bed.
.a.b. are places where there is 
is protection against the flow 
and there any light material settles 
down, 
gravel
uncovered sand 
wind
sand covered with debris 
One water coming against the other 
is arrested and discharges its (sed­
iment) load.
dove lacqa fa rnjnor moto ivi esse­
ndo carica piv discarica il suo 
peso. (TI)
dove lacqa a mjnor moto men consu­
ma del suo fondo. (T2)
.a.b. ano il saluo condotte e son 
liberi sita dal moto e li si sca­
rica ognj lieve peso. (T3)
giara
rena scoperta 
vento
rena coperta di bruture 
luna acqa percotendo nell altra 
riman sanza moto e scarica il suo 
peso. (T4)
I have associated Tly2 with a drawing (DI) which may be of little or no 
significance, if one can show that Leonardo discarded it after all. 
However, in a bend there are places where T1 and T2 would be applicable. 
The connection of T3 with D2 is obvious; although T3 is obscured by the 
inclusion of 'ano il saluo condotto' which seems totally strange to the 
question, one can still see that T1 and T3 say more or less the same. In 
T4 > the sense is clear, but its bearing on D3 remains to be explained 
because there is no indication of the impact of one water with another in 
the drawing. Presumablyy water becoming stagnant, or nearly so, is the 
cause of all the deposits in D3. It is difficult to tell what the role of 
the wind (see 'vento' in D3) is in this situation. One possibility is 
that T4 was not meant for D3. In spite of these difficulties, I find this 
page quite coherent and with topical unity in the area of transport pheno­
mena. There is another illustration in MsH47R T4 D4.
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Ms H 47R Tl,2,3 Dl,2,3 - T4 D4
The long object, of uniform(ly dis­
tributed) weight and cross-section, 
which floats in the middle of a uni­
form canal will move parallel to the 
centerline of the water course.
The long object transported in 
a uniform canal, between the 
middle and the side of the bank, 
will travel obliquely (oriented).
The long object closer to the 
side (of the canal) than to the 
middle will go rotating on 
the water (surface).
There will be more weight (load?) 
on the side of the main flow than 
on that of the slower flow of the 
vortex encountering the main flow, 
.a. sand ,n. debris.
la cosa lunga di pari peso e gros- 
eza che ssa per lo mezo dello equ­
al calale la sua lungeza si moverà 
per la lugeza del corso dell acqa. 
(Tl)
la cosa lunga che si moverà per lo 
equal canale infral mezo e Ila 
participatio dell argine andra ob­
liqua. (T2)
la cosa lunga che participera piv 
del lato che del mezo andra giran­
do su per lacqa. (T3)
quel peso sara piv grieve diuerso 
la prima corente che quello del 
piv tardi corente del retroso che 
con quella si sontra. (T4)
.a. rena .n. spazatura
Tlj2j3 and DI,2,3 are statements about floating bodies and they reveal a 
knowledge about velocity distribution in water canals. I do not believe 
these statements are about neutrally buoyant objects, and this is reflect­
ed in my version of 'girando su per lacqa1.
T4 D4 should be considered together with similar statements of MsH46V. 
The use of 'peso' makes difficult the interpretation but the reference to 
'rena1 and 'spazatura' ensures that Leonardo must have been referring to 
the sediment transport and deposition in this case.
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Ms H 47V T1 D1 - T2 D2
Where the water flow is slowest there 
it discharges its lightest load.
The water vortices after the (water) 
impact at an angle, on the ground, 
turn in opposite sense.
dove lacqa a mjnor moto ivi scari­
ca il suo peso piv lieve. (Tl)
i retrosi dell acqa dopo langulare 
percussione tereste si voltano in 
contrario moto. (T2)
01 represents an expansion in the width of a canal extending oven a length 
of about five times the uidth of the oncoming canal. D1 is poorly drawn, 
and the three letters (m> q3 a) are not mentioned in the text. T1 repeats 
once more than the lower the velocity of the water becomes, the lighter 
the material that settles down.
D2 is also a poor sketch for the flow and vortices described in T2 ; for­
tunately j Leonardo drew better sketches for this phenomenon somewhere else 
(e.g.j in the Codex Hammer). Perhaps Ms H 4R 02 belongs to this group 
also.
Ms H 48R Dl,2
D1 and 02 seem to be both for a description of a control structure in a 
canal; it bears some resemblance to a Parshall flume3 but any connection 
should be discarded because Parshall invented his flume as a device to 
measure flow rate in a canal ( see ”Open Channel Hydraulics" by Ven Te 
Chow3 1959 and Rouse 1976.)
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Ms H 48 V T7 Dl
The motion is along the center (of 
gravity) of the weight.
il moto segujta il cientro del pe­
so. (T7)
T7 refers actually to a 'cientro' and one should have some doubts because 
Leonardo considered at least three different types of centers. The sketch 
does not help very much; it looks more like a succint pictorial message 
which I tend to interpret as a tense bow ready to shoot an arrow.
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Ms H 49R CV T4 D1
If water falls from .0. and .s., (con­
verges), intersects and diverges, it 
makes the maximum depth at the maximum 
divergence. Then intersects and diver­
ges (again) making little depth and de­
positing gravel.
sell acqa cade di .o.s. sintersega 
e ssapre nella magiore apritura fa 
la sonma profondità e po sinterse­
ga e po sapre e pon giara e fa la 
poca profondità. (24-T4)
DI is interpreted as a sketch of intersecting stationary diagonal 
waves in supercritical free-surface flow (Macagno 1975-85), and not 
as a depiction of intersecting currents, although Leonardo at the 
time of writing T4 may have viewed this in the second way and not 
the first. We know that he was initially confused - as many are
even today - and did not distinguish correctly between the kinema­
tics of the waves and that of the water itself. I have not tried to 
improve my version of T4 in this sense, but I have tried to convey 
the notions of streams converging, intersecting, and diverging more 
than once. I consider this question related to the different notes 
on impinging jets, laminas and currents. (See, &»g»s Ms H 62R, 69V, 
and Macagno 1982).
Some statements in the Ms H are numbered from 1 to 30. Although I 
do not see yet much value in such numbers, I have included them 
together with my own numbering of texts, because such numbers may 
prove to be useful in further studies of Leonardian fluid mechanics 
and hydraulics.
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Ms H 49V CV T1 Dl, T3, D3
mirror 
1 ight
If the entire (body of a) man be (at) 
the bottom of a well 20000 'braccia' in 
water depth the bottom (man) will not 
receive any load.
spechio 
lume (Tl) 
se ttutto lomo sara fondo dun 
pozo che abbi 20000 br dacqa 
esso non ne sosstenera alcun 
carico. (T3)
Tl Dl could, be a memo for an experiment on the flow phenomena in 
flames3 but it is difficult to tell if the painter or the scientist 
made this note. The studies of flames in the Codex Atlanticus are 
certainly the work of the scientist.
D3 is of difficult interpretation but there seem to be in it a 
meandering quality; maybe it represents two rivers which are inter­
connected by a series of canals.
T3 must be translated very carefully ; my version is really a dual 
one; if one omits the parentheses only3 there is one meaning; if one 
omits the parenthetical words3 there is another meaning. I tend to 
believe that Leonardo imagined the entire body of a man acting as 
the bottom of the reservoir 3 similarly to the head of a man shown at 
the bottom of a tank in CMI 1S0R. But we have also the case of a 
bag placed at the bottom of a container in Ms C26V. (See Macagno 
1987 a3c). Not knowing the evolution of Leonardian hydrostatics in 
all its details3 this passage becomes very difficult because one 
must decide whether the relief from the load is for the bottom3 the 
man3 or both; at this point of our knowledge about Leonardian hydro­
statics 3 any version into another language should be purposely 
ambiguous.
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Ms H 50R CV Tl, T2 D3, DI, D2
That water will be at rest which has 
a free surface that is equidistant 
from the center of the world.
quell acqa sara in qujete della 
quale la sua superfitie non sara 
equjdistante al cientro del mondo. 
(Tl)
The sand and other light materials 
follow and obey the twists or convo­
lutions of the water vortices. The 
large stones run in line like .a.b.
la rena e altre lieve cose osseru- 
ano e obedisscano alle torture 
over circulationj de retrosi dell 
acqa elle pietre grosse Corano per 
linia come .a.b. (T2)
In my version of Tl, I have omitted 'non' because I believe it was a 
mistake in writing a rather simple statement concerning the equili­
brium of the water sphere.
T2 is a statement about transport phenomena and the role of vortex 
motion in the ease of light and heavy materials. However, I find 
somewhat troublesome the sentence about the large stones. Without 
the drawing D3, I would tend to interpret it as meaning that such 
large and heavy bodies are unaffected by the vortical stnxcture of 
the flow and are responding to the mean flow only. But the drawing 
seems to suggest the wrong direction of flow. The possibility that 
the large stones form a line of obstacles should be contemplated in 
a further investigation of this passage. Perhaps ’elle pietre 
grosse Corano per linia come .a.b' has a meaning like 'll sentiero 
corre parallelo al fiume'.
DI looks to me like a canal with a water nappe falling in between 
two cylindrical water wheels. Note that in one of the cylinders 
there are parallel lines suggestive of blades.
D2 does not seem related to the rest of the folio, but has still a 
quality of a hydraulic drawing, perhaps a canal. A profile has been 
included for D2 on next page to ensure further study.
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Ms H 50V CV T2 Dl,3
The water falling on horizontal water 
makes it oblique where the falling 
(water) becomes faster, as in .b.a. 
coming down along .c.b.
lacqa che chade nell acqa piana 
la fa obliqua onde il discienso 
si fa piv core come da .b.a. 
decljnando da .c.b. (25-T2).
DI and D3 are, respectively, the plan view and the longitudinal 
profile of the same flow. I do not see how these two drawings could 
be related to D2. The language of Leonardo in T2 is not clear but 
in association with D1,3 it shows that he wanted to describe the 
effect of the supercritical layer of water .c.b. running into the 
subcriticai layer downstream. Translators not able to read the 
drawings as well as the texts can easily give a wrong interpretation 
of T2. I am not too happy with my own version, in which I have 
tried to preserve what Leonardo wrote down, and still convey what 
he, much more clearly, stated in D1,3. This is one of the many 
cases in which the drawings are much more valuable than the words. 
It is wrong to assume that Leonardo meant the opposite of what he 
indicated in the figures: i.e., that .c.b. dominates .S.n. and not
viceversa.
Ms H 51R CV Dl,2,3
DI shows a flow over a bed with a big scour hole; there are rela­
tively large waves at the interface water-air. Upstream, I see some 
waves at the interface earth-water, which do not correspond exactly 
to those at the interface water-air; there seem to be some attempt 
to indicate the internal flow also.
I see D2 and D3 related as a plan view and a cross section of the 
same flow and erosion situation. I see two scour holes in .a. and 
.c. separated by a ridge where .b. is. This seems to me the flow 
downstream from an obstacle or an island, and I have included an 
arrow to indicate my opinion about the direction of the flow.
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Ms H 51V CV T2 D1
Measure the height of the water that 
falls and multiply it times the height 
to which you want to lift it. And the 
ratio of the lift height to the fall 
height shows how much thinner is the 
water going up than the water going 
down. This gives also the maximum 
possible lift.
mjsura lacqa che chade per al- 
teza e mvltiplicala per lalte- 
za che la voi alzare et tante 
volte quanto la caduta dell 
acqua entra nell atjtudine 
della sua levata tanto lacqa 
levata fia piv sottile che 
quella che monta. E questa e 
llultima magior sonma che lev­
ar si pvo. (26-T2)
I understand the text of Leonardo as a somewhat obscure statement 
that nowadays oould be expressed in this way: "Let a turbine work
under a height drop Hj with a rate of flow Qj and be connected to a 
pump which raises Q2 a height H2 . Then H2/Hj = Qj/Q2  ^ if the energy 
losses are neglected. Of course, this gives the upper bound condi­
tions of operation." But Leonardo makes a mistake, in my opinion, 
which I felt should be corrected, because I believe it to be only a 
slip in writing. It is quite obvious that he wanted to compare 
’lacqua levata' and ’quella che cade’ not 'quella che monta’. I 
consider my role that of interpreting and not that of blindly trans­
lating. The drawing D1 must be interpreted, in my opinion, as a 
symbolic representation of the ratios I have introduced rather than 
a sketch of any specific machine to raise water. This is one case 
more of the need to read both drawings and written notes.
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Ms H 52R CV Tl, T2 D1
The water that continually goes up, 
because of the flow of another water, 
will be that much slender than the 
one that raises it in the proportion 
that it is longer.
Lacqa che continuamente monta 
per cagion del moto daltra ac­
qua sara tanto piu sottile che 
quella che Ila move quent ella 
e piv lunga. (T1)
If the water .n.a.p.o. has a fall of 
2 'braccia* (and) you add the water 
.n.m.p.q. the fall will be less.
sell acqa .n.a.p.o. a di caduta 
2 br acrescile di sopra lacqa 
.n.m.p.q. essa non ara tanta 
caduta. (T2)
Leonardo made a change at the end of Tl; he had before 'e piv alta' 
which; in my opinion, would have been better to leave unchanged, Tl 
is a statement that matches Ms H 51V T2, as a conservation postulate 
with which Leonardo was quite familiar, The use of ’lunga' instead 
of 'alta' introduces an inaccuracy and an ambiguity. We must take 
into account that H^ and H2 , already mentioned in the comments to Ms 
H 51V; are differences in elevation; and may not coincide with the 
length of water involved unless we are referring to vertical columns 
of water. For the time being; I have left Leonardo's statement in 
Tl unchanged ; and therefore; incorrect; or3 at least; ambiguous.
Unless one is familiar with the hydromechanics of flow in open 
channels ; it is difficult to see what the meaning of the combination 
T2 D1 is, A full discussion is out of place here3 but it is abso­
lutely necessary for a full interpretation of T2; what Leonardo said 
appears clear if we interpret 'caduta' (here also) as a difference 
in elevation of water surfaces. To ascertain the domain of validity 
of his statement is what requires further study.
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Ms H 52V CV Tl, T2
Why the motion given to the sieve 
gathers, separated on top, the 
lighter material. And (why) the 
like is done by an impact on the 
tray to fish out gold in the 
Ticino, and also the sweepings of 
the goldsmiths as they are washed.
perche il moto fatto dal crivello 
raduna di sopra in dissparte tuc- 
te le piv legiere parte el single 
fa la navetta doue si pessca loro 
in tesino mediante il colpo e an- 
chora la sspazatura del 1j oreficj 
che ssi laua. (Tl)
Turbid water erodes the banks more 
than clear water and more down be­
low than up above because (below) 
is heavier and denser.
laequa turba noce piv alle riue 
che Ila chiara e piv in basso che 
in alto perche le piv pesante e 
grossa. (T2)
I have emphasizeds in my interpretation s that Leonardo was asking a 
question and I have used (repeatedly) the "why" for his ’perche*. 
In fact, Leonardo would have liked to find the explanation for three 
similar phenomena which are obviously seen as terms of an analogy; 
he is not even trying to give an explanation. Quite oftens one 
finds texts in the notebooks inquiring for the why for a given flow 
phenomenon; they should be easy to recognize even if one is not 
familiar with fluid mechanics.
An alternative for "turbid water" in T2 could have been "sediment­
laden water". There is here a recognition by Leonardo of the dis­
tribution of sediment concentration over the depth of water which is 
the most interesting remark in this page. It is also important to 
know that he was aware of the possibility of different erosive power 
for clear water and turbid water.
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Ms H 53R CV T1 D2, T2, T3, D1
The line of water with stronger flow 
breaks (through) the one with weaker 
flow and places itself under it (the 
weaker).
la linia dell acqa che a magiore 
movimento ronpe quella del mjnore 
moto e sotto essa si ficha. (Tl)
That portion of the sand closer to 
the percussion of the falling water 
will be finer than the rest of the 
sand.
quella parte della rena che sara 
piv propinqua alla perchusione 
della cadente acqa sara piv che 
llaltra mjnvta. (T2)
The coarse gravel will be farther 
from the impact (place).
la giara grossa sara piv distante 
dal cholpo. (T3)
For D1 there is no written comment; this drawing belongs to the same 
group as a number of similar sketches in the Codex Atlanticus (Folio 
882V) meant to represent paradoxical situations in siphons which 
will never work because weight is not the criterion for siphons to 
operate. Much better similar drawings can be found in the Codices 
Forster and Hammer. (See Macagno 1985a and 1988b.)
D2 is extremely sketchy3 but I have no doubts that it represents the 
situation described in Tl. I have assumed that Leonardo spoke of a 
fast flowing water layer forming a submerged jet into a pool of 
slowly flowing water. Words in between parentheses have been added 
to make the interpretation clearer.
T2 and T3 are about distribution of sizes in the erosion and deposit 
phenomena due presumably to the submerged jet of Tl. I have trans­
lated ’coarse' for ’grossa' in T3 because of my general notion that 
the idea is to indicate the granulometric distribution. T2 and T3 
must be carefully studied from the point of view of sediment hydrau­
lics to ascertain precisely what type of situation was actually 
described in this page.
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Ms H 53V CV T1 Dl, T2 D2
1 ask whether the water flowing out 
below comes from the surface or not.
domando se lacqa che sscie di 
ssocto viene dalla superfitie 
on no. (Tl)
The first depth will be where the 
sum of the water impact gathers (or 
converges); the second, in the path 
of the vortices; the minimal, where 
the water bounces; the second, 
where the back-flowing water meets 
the water current.
la prima profondità sara dove 
si riduce la soma del colpo 
dell acqa seconda nel corso 
de retrosi la mjnore dovei la 
baza seconda dove la retrosa 
acqa si scontra nella corente. 
(27-T2)
DI shows a tank from which water flows out from an orifice; Leonardo 
wants to know the flow configuration. In the drawing} he appears to 
show a preference for pathlines going from the surface toward the 
orifice following the shortest distance. This agrees with other 
notes (e.g.y in the Codex Atlanticus). According to Tl he has not 
decided what the answer is.
D2 and T2 are related3 but the text is far from clear because there 
seem to be two intermediate depths of water in this flow, unless the 
two remarks about 'seconda' apply to only one depth of water. This 
is one of the many cases in which experiments are needed to gain 
some insight; and even so it may be difficult to be sure that one 
would be reproducing the flow depicted by Leonardo. The reader who 
does not know Italian should know that my English version leaves me 
with serious doubts> because I consider the original very obscure.
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Ms H 54R CV Tl,2,3 D1
The upper water layer will be of 
higher downward velocity than the 
lower (layer).
lacqa superiore sara de piv 
veloce disscienso che Ila in­
feriore. (Tl)
After the descent of the water, 
the layer which was above will 
stay below; the lower layer be­
comes the upper layer.
dopo il discienso dell acqua 
quella chera di sopra riman 
di sotto parte inferiore in 
superiore si converte. (28-T2)
After its maximum descent, the 
lower water layer flows with high­
er velocity than the upper layer.
lacqa dopo il magior disscienso 
la parte inferiore e di piu ve­
loce moto chella superiore. (T3)
In my own DI, I have introduced, some interpretive features at the 
foot of the fall where I think that Leonardo wanted to show a basin 
or reservoir3 or perhaps a canal running perpendicular to the plane 
of the drawing. By doing this there is better correlation between 
Tl3233 and D1.
Tl is certainly a qualitative statement about velocity distribution 
in channel flow. T2 and T3 seem to be statements about a flow that 
becomes submerged similarly to that described in Ms H 53 Tl. Other­
wise, the meaning of T2 and T3 would not be easy to explain, because 
no cause for the overturning of the water layers is apparent from 
either text or drawing. I would tend to consider that T2 and T3 are 
two forms of the same statement.
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Ms 54V CV T1 Dl, T2 D2
The water flowing over a bottom of 
uniform slope will have less depth 
where the width (of the channel) 
is greater.
laequa che core sopra equa le 
obljqujta di fondo quella ara 
meno profondità che sara di 
magiore largeza. (Tl)
The water flowing between banks 
comprising equal width will have 
less depth where it has more velo­
city.
laqua che chore infra argine 
dequal largeza quella ara men 
profondità che posiede piv 
veloce corso. (T2)
Assuming steady flow in a channel of constant slope with a change in 
width3 as shown in Dl 3 the statement Tl is applicable to the normal 
depth of water (as defined in theory of open channel flow) upstream 
and downstream from the transition,
T2 is a statement for a channel of uniform width and variable slope; 
D2 would show a longitudinal profile of such a channel3 which I have 
tried to make clearer in my own sketch. One can assume that Leonar­
do was well aware that velocity must be higher where the slope is 
greater3 and then he is simply stating that the depth should be less 
there. He obviously falls short of saying what in modern termino­
logy would amount to V^/V% = where V is average velocity3 and 
H is depth of water in the channel.
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Ms H 55R CV T1 Dl, T2, T3, T4 D2
The jumps made by the water.
Water, as it flows, entrains with 
itself the contiguous air.
The bottom offers more resistance; 
hence, because of this (the water) 
flows faster near the surface than 
close to the bottom.
All the water which forms the up­
per layer at the beginning of its 
fall, will be underneath the other 
(water) after such descent.
i balzi fatti dall acqa. (Tl)
lacqa nel suo moto si tira con 
seco laria che cho Ilei con­
fina. (T2)
el fondo piv resiste ode per 
questo piv si move in superfi- 
tie che fondo. (T3)
tutta la superiore parte dell 
aqa che ssi trova nel prencipio 
della sua chaduta sara infer­
iore all altra dopo essa caduta. 
(T4)
Dl represents water coming down a steep channel and then undergoing 
a series of jumps as expressed in Tl. This seems unrealistic, but 
not knowing the conditions is difficult to tell whether Leonardo was 
recording some of his observations or describing a flow that he 
imagined to undergo all those ups and downs.
T2 is a statement about the action of flowing water on air preswn- 
ably at rest initially, and then entrained by the water. It could 
be that Leonardo saw, in a very steep channel, the water actually 
incorporating air bubbles in its midst, but this seems unlikely to 
me.
T3 was begun on Ms H 55R and completed on 55V. The effect of the 
resistance offered by the bottom is explained in this brief state­
ment. (See a similar statement in Ms H 54R Tl.)
T4 seems to explain the flow in D2, which I have improved slightly 
assuming it represents the flow in a steep portion of a channel 
preceded and followed by two reaches of mild slopes. The situation 
is similar to that described in Ms 54R T2,3 Dl.
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Ms H 55V CV T1 Dl,2,3, T2
Which channel (or conduit?) yields 
more (water)?
qual chanale versa piv. (Tl)
I have interpreted the drawings Dì323Z as representing tanks which 
feed conduits or tubes of a variety of shapes rather than channels. 
It seems very unlikely to me that these would be plan views of 
canals.
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Ms H 56R CV Tl, Dl,2
1 ask - given the same end condi­
tions how much faster will run one 
(flow) than the other.
dimando essendo dequale termjne 
quanto correrà piv veloce lun ce 
1 laltra. (Tl)
These drawings should be compared to those on Ms H 55V. D2 in this 
page is quite similar to D1 in Ms H 55V. InsteadD1 in this page 
is quite different from the other four drawings. Dl could be a plan 
view showing a straight channel, and a meandering one. Similar 
questions about the flow that occurs can be asked both of conduits 
and canals. (See similar questions discussed in Macagno 1985 con­
cerning siphons in the Codex Hammer.) It should be understood that 
I have assumed that Leonardo was referring in 55V and 56R to water 
flow, although he did not mention this element explicitly.
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Ms H 56V CV T1 Dl, T2 D2
The water that flows down in a des­
cent of uniform slope will move 
faster at the bottom of the canal 
than at the surface (of the water).
1 ask - being these nozzles of equal 
width - which one will yield more 
water.
laequa che corre per chaduta 
dequale obljqujta si movera 
piv forte nel fondo del ca­
nale che nella sua superfi- 
tie. (Tl)
domando essendo questi busi 
dequal largeza quale verserà 
piv acqua. (T2)
Tl undoubtedly refers to the chute in Dl. This statement is the
opposite of Tl in Ms H 54R. Leonardo’s mistake has been maintained 
in my English version, but I believe it should be dismissed in 
future work because Leonardo knew the reason for the velocity dis­
tribution in a chute being as described in Ms H 54R as one can see 
in several places in the notebooks, e.g., in Ms H 55R T3 and 55V T2.
In reading T2 D2, I have used the modern term "nozzle" which I 
considered more descriptive than simply saying "hole". I also think 
that although the nozzles are side by side, Leonardo did not mean to 
have them functioning all at the same time; either in pondering 
about their performance, or in actual experiments he may have wanted 
to conduct. The general sense of his writings about fluid mechanics 
is that he was well aware of the interaction of orifices too close 
to each other.
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Ms H 57R CV T1 Dl, T2 D2
Wall. Bottom. Wall.
I ask which of these orifices - being 
equal - will discharge more water.
argine fondo argine 
domando quale di quuesto busi 
verserà piv acqua essendo pari. 
(TI DI)
I ask which one of these orifices domando quale di questj busi
discharges more water. qual piv versa. (T2 D2)
The observation of Dl and D2 has determined my choice of "wail" for 
'argine', because I see tanks or reservoirs rather than a canal or a 
water course3 in which case3 I would have used "bank". Cases like 
these are the ones that show that Leonardo was concerned with the 
location of an orifice relative to the geometrical configuration of 
the reservoir; this is particularly so for Dl 3 but it may be valid 
also for D2 3 although for more complex hydrodynamic reasons.
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Ms H 57V CV T1 Dl, T2 D2
The jet .a.n. being of cross-section 
equal to that of .b.c. will yield 
much less water.
la linja .a.n. essendo di pari 
grosseza cholla linja .b.c. 
verserà meno acqa assaj. (Tl)
reservoir
.a. receives greater impact than n.
bottino
.a. ricieve magior botta che 
.n. (T2)
My choice for ’grosseza' was "cross-section" on the basis that 
looking at the drawings in Dl one sees jets (depicted as lines3 as 
Leonardo called them). Translations of Tl and T2 without consider­
ing the drawings also are bound to miss important points. It is 
obviously wrong to translate ’grosseza’ using terms that geometri­
cally do not represent the situation described in words and figures. 
From the point of view of hydromechanics 3 Tl is not correct; we 
should study the reasons for Leonardo’s error. The study should be 
extended to the statement T23 which may be correct only for certain 
conditions,
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Ms H 58 R CV T1 Dl, T2 D2
The water .f.b - being of the same 
slope as .c.a - will have double vel­
ocity than that .c.a. because the 
fall .e.f. is twice the fall .d.c.
lacqa .f.b. essendo di pari oblj- 
qujta chon .c.a. sara di duplica­
to moto chon esso .c.a. perche la 
chaduta .e.f. e dupla a la chaduta 
.d.c.(TI)
Which ball will give greater impact 
on .a.n? .b. or .c.? Thus behaves 
the water.
qual ballotta dara magior botta in 
.a.n. ho .b. ho .c. cosi fa lae­
qua. (T2)
The gist of this page is the analogy between a flow of water which 
supposedly will produce a certain impact and the fall of bodies 
which impact the ground. What is not clear, however, is the analo­
gical connection between T1 Dl and T2 D2, in spite of the similari­
ties between Dl and D2.
One interpretation of T1 Dl could be that a canal with small slope, 
g.h. feeds two canals: f.b. and .c.a. of equal slopes. If one is 
twice the length of the other, one obtains also a ratio of two to 
one in the water falls. To give to 'duplichato moto' a meaning of 
displacement in this case seems to me a choice for a trivial mean­
ing; I have preferred to have Leonardo saying "double velocity" 
instead. I have taken into account what Leonardo stated in Ms H 58V 
T2 and 59R T1 and T2.
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Ms H 58V CV TI DI, T2
At .a. there is one 'boccale', at 
.b. 1/2, at .c. 1/2. One must open 
.e.f.n. at the same time (so that) 
the canals remain full.
.a. tiene vn bochale .b. j° 1/2 
.c. 1/2 .e.f.n. si debbono dis­
toppare in vn medesimo tempo e i 
chanalj stare pienj. (Tl)
The waters that come down from the 
same level, with the same slope 
over the same length of flow, will 
be of the same velocity.
lacqa che cchade da j° medesimo 
liuello chon equale obbiquljta 
nequal lungeza di moto sara de- 
qual cielerita. (T2)
In this page there seems to be the description of an experiment in 
which water is drawn at two places in a canal. Presumably3 the 
conditions were such that both at ,e. and ./. one would obtain the 
same rate of flow and because of that 1/2 'boccale' were placed 
there. One 'boccale' was simultaneously provided at ,a.n. probably 
to compensate and keep the level unchanged in the canal .n.e.f.
T2 would describe the equality of conditions at ,e. and ./. which 
result in equal velocities> and also in equal discharges. Leonardo 
used here the term 'cielerita' which I chose not to render at "ce­
lerity" because many authors in fluid mechanics and hydraulics use 
it nowadays to indicate speed of wave propagation (see3 c.g.3 De 
Marchi 1954, Rouse 1961).
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Ms H 59R CV T1 Dl, T2 D2
Of the waters falling from the same 
level, through canals (or conduits?) 
of the same slope, that one will have 
higher velocity which is the longer.
Of the waters falling from the same 
level, over the same height, that one 
will be slower which is the longer.
laqua chadente du medesimo liu- 
ello per chanali dequale obli- 
qujtj quello sara di piv veloce 
corso che ffia di magiore lung- 
ezza. (Tl)
laqua chadente dun medesimo liv­
ello vna medesima altezza quel 
sara piv tarda che ffia piv lun­
ga. (T2)
Dl and D2 are too sketchy to allow a distinction between open chan­
nel and conduit. I have offered an alternative because when the 
hy drome chant c study of this page is done, one should take into 
account the two possibilities. The same applies to other folios 
with similar statements which may be correct for one way of convey­
ing water and not for the other.
Ms H 59V CV Tl
The (floating) body which has the 
larger part of itself in the air, 
rather than in the water, will 
move following the flow of the 
air.
Quella cosa che ara di se 
magiore sonma nell aria che 
nell acqa si moverà col cor­
so dell aria. (Tl)
I have included in my interpretation the idea that Leonardo was 
describing the behavior of a floating body, but I have not tried to 
use a word more precise than ’somma' because I believe that from 
this passage alone it may be impossible to tell exactly what Leon­
ardo really meant. Of what I am sure is that he did not mean that 
the body with larger weight in the air would behave in the way 
described above, perhaps he meant larger area3 or larger volume. I 
think that he may have been considering a sail boat.
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Ms H 60R CV T1
Whether nature has included pain in 
vegetative beings which can move for 
the sake of protecting instruments 
(or parts) which could be diminished 
or harmed as they move. The vegeta­
tive beings which do not move do not 
happen to hit obstacles, hence pain 
is not necessary for the plants; 
therefore they do not feel pain as 
do the animals.
sella natura a ordinato la dog­
lia nell anjme visitatiue col 
moto per conservatione del 1j 
strumenta i quali pel moto si 
potrebono dimjnvire e guastare 
laneme visitative sanza moto 
non ano a percotere ne contra 
se posti obietti onde la doglia 
non e neciessaria nelle piante 
onde ronpendole non sentano do­
lore chome quelle delle animali. 
(Tl)
The relevance of this page to the science of flow is certainly 
tenuous3 hut the idea of classifying living beings using a kinematic 
criterion appears of some interest because there has been always 
more of a static than a dynamic approach to the codification of 
knowledge. Of course3 this passage may not be an original idea of 
Leonardo, but it reflects his frame of mind3 including acceptance of 
teleological explanations. It is somewhat in line with other no­
tions , like that of the desire of an element out of its sphere to 
return to it} which seems to have been acceptable to Leonardo, at 
least during part of his life.
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Ms H 61R CV T3, T4 DI, T5
The rectilinear motion which trans­
forms itself into another without 
bouncing loses 'potentia'.
Quel moto retto che ssi trass- 
muta in vn altro sanza balzo 
perde la potentia. (T3)
Which one would produce greater per­
cussion: the water .a.b. or the wat­
er .a.f.?
quale dara magiore percussio­
ne o llacqa .a.b. o llacqa .a. 
f. (T4)
That natural motion will give great­
er impact which (after bouncing?) 
stays on the straight line of its 
initial motion.
Quello moto naturale dara mag­
iore cholpo il quale osseruera 
per retta linja il principiato 
corso. (T5)
My interpretation is based on T3 as a statement in which Leonardo 
appears to consider that a body can change direction, after bounc­
ing, without losing its 'potentia'. If so, T5 would be, in modern 
terminology, a case of a body falling down vertically and bouncing 
back in the same line, which is known to give the maximum impact. I 
want any reader who does not know Italian, to be aware that there 
are several doubts here, because T4 D4 is suggestive of an answer in 
which there will be greater impact along the .a.b. since along .a.f. 
the body does not remain along the initial direction. Another doubt 
is about Leonardo discussing here only the motion of water, or also 
that of solid bodies. He may have been mistaken about the ability 
of water to bounce back - or in a given direction - like a solid 
body can do. A definite translation is not possible before those 
who know enough mechanics have done the necessary research of the 
questions involved. But, without an English version, the chances of 
finding persons interested in all the necessary research are slim.
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Ms H 61V CV Tl, Dl, D2, D3
That part of the water which is ad­
jacent to the air will flow togeth­
er with the air flow, even if at 
the bottom (of the water) this flows 
in opposite direction.
Quella parte dell acqa che sara 
appichata chol aria si movera 
chol corso dessa aria anchora 
che sul fondo corra per loppo- 
sito. (Tl)
The typical flow situation here described, could have been that of 
wind blowing over the water flowing in a canal when the two flows 
occurred - in the main - in opposite direction. Leonardo describes 
one possible pattern with a plane of zero velocity inside the water. 
Water in an upper layer would be dragged by the wind; water in a 
lower layer (contiguous to the bottom of the canal) would keep 
flowing downstream. It is important to convey the notion of two 
layers, even if we are not sure of how the velocity distribution was 
visualized by Leonardo, and what he knew about the water velocity at 
the very bottom of the channel. (For a similar situation, see Codex 
Hammer 9V and comment in Macagno 1986a.)
Dl contains three paddle wheels, but I am not sure if they are 
really water wheels, as indicated in my profile for this drawing.
I am not sure whether D2 and D3 are related, or not. But in D3 
there are wavy lines, perhaps indicating a wavy flow over a wavy 
bottom. It could be that D2 represents some system to control such 
a flow. I do not see a relation between these two drawings and Tl.
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Ms H 62R CV Tl,2,3,4 D1
The water that descends from wide 
reservoir into a narrow channel, as 
it enters (the channel) will shift 
(or cross?) from right to left, .g. 
d, h.c.
And after entering (the channel) 
the part in the middle of the chan­
nel will be higher than all the 
rest (of the water) across the 
width .a.n.b.
Over an equal additional distance 
covered by the water in its channel, 
the part in the middle will be low­
er than the rest over the width .c. 
o.d.
Continuing over another equal dis­
tance, the depression in the middle 
is replaced by a maximum in height, 
(see) .e.K.f.
Lacqa che di largo pelago che per 
isstretto chanale dissciende ine 
la sua entrata si sscanbiera da 
desstra a ssinjtra .g.d.h.c. (29- 
Tl)
e cq dopo la sua entrata la parde 
di mezo al canale sara piv alta 
che ttutta laltra largeza .a.n.b. 
(29-T2)
in altrettanto corso fatto da es­
sa acqa per lo suo canale la par­
te di mezo sara piv bassa chel 
resto dessa largeza .c.o.d. (29- 
T3)
seguitando il medesimo spato la 
basseza di mezzo siscanbia i mag- 
iore alteza .e.K.f. (29-T4)
In many places3 in his notes, Leonardo shows a confusion between the 
motion of form and the motion of substance. It is difficult to give 
a version when one senses that such a misunderstanding is present in 
one degree or another. I think that in T1 Leonardo wanted to say 
that water coming from the right would cross to the left and that 
from the left would cross to the right; what really happens is that 
water on the left stays on the left, and water on the right stays on 
the right; what is seen as an intersection is really the purely 
geometrical intersection of wave crests which seem to go bouncing 
from wall to wall on both sides.
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Ms H 62V CV T4
Impact is more powerful than (pure) 
flow, and where the water impacts, 
there, it lifts any obstacle. And 
once the motion is imparted, any 
heavy object removed by the impact 
is transported (by the water) and 
is deposited in the second impact 
made (following) the (first) jump. 
And from jump to jump, the force 
of the violent (transport) motion 
decreases, hence the heaviest 
stones are deposited, and cannot 
be lifted again by the subsequent 
weaker flow, and they remain where 
they are. And the last objects, 
those which were carried farthest 
are the lightest material.
11 colpo e piv potente chel moto 
e dove il colpo dell acqa qujuj 
si leua ognj osstachulo e cqando 
il moto dopo e creato ongj gra­
vita dal colpo levata porta con 
seco e Ila scarica nel colpo 2° 
fatto dal balzo e di balzo in 
balso si dimjnvisscie la forza 
del moto violente onde le piv 
grave pietre si scaricano e per 
i suciedenti moti deboli non po- 
sendo essere leuate quivi si ri­
mangano e lultime cose ce sono 
allontanata piv dalla loro part­
ita sono le piv legieri cose.
(30 - T4)
In a version of this long passage it is important to convey the 
notions of Leonardo about successive impacts by a solid and a liquid 
as envisioned by him during a period of his studies of motion. One 
should also take into account that in many cases Leonardo appears as 
writing down somewhat hurriedly his thoughts and leaving out one 
word here and another there. His notebooks are surely more like the 
diary of a researcher than manuscripts which are being prepared for 
publications. Translators without a deep knowledge of the subject 
of each passage are bound to be partially, if not totally, blind to 
the real meaning. Even with a long experience one can err; but then 
there is the possibility of registering one's doubts, and choosing 
to make an exegetical work rather than a version with a rigid, 
unique transformation. Ambivalent, and even multivalent versions 
may be much more useful to scholars which should work with the 
totality of the Leonardian science of flow to achieve a synthesis 
truly representive of his monumental work in that area. I see in 
this T4 an influence of the analogy that Leonardo saw between solid 
mechanics and the mechanics of fluids.
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Ms H 63R CV Tl,2 01,2
The percussion of the water on the 
wheel will be at the maximum degree 
of its 'potentia' when it (the wat­
er) strikes under equal angles.
la percussione dell acqa nella 
rota sara in somo grado di suo 
potentia quando essa perchote- 
ra infra equalj angolj. (Tl)
The percussion hitting under equal 
angles will be of maximum 'poten­
tia' when the water flow and the 
wheel motion are along the same di­
rection.
la perchussione facta infra e- 
quali angolj fia di magior po­
tent ja quando il corso dell ac­
qa el moto della rota si diri- 
zano a vn medesimo corso. (T2)
In spite of my efforts to find an English word for 'potentia' , I 
have not found it, and probably will never find it. It is used by 
Leonardo in a variety of ways, and even if I can see in many cases 
quite clearly what he meant, the word in English (or in other lan­
guages I know) seems to me dangerously suggestive of the wrong 
connotation. For the same reason I have used 'foco, aria, acqua, 
terra' in my profiles, because 'acqua', for instance, meant to 
Leonardo quite a different thing than 'water' means to us, although 
in many cases, one can safely translate without fear of confusion. 
Except for 'potentia', I believe that Tl and T2 are easy to use in 
their English version by students of the theory of hydraulic ma­
chines who do not know Italian. It remains, of course, the work of 
assessing precisely the technical value of what Leonardo said here 
in Tl and T2. The drawings D1 and D2 are not too illustrat ive 
because they do not give any flow pattern. In my opinion, it would 
have been better to place the water wheel somewhat more downstream. 
Leonardo, in this case, missed the opportunity of using some illumi­
nating sketches showing the flow conditions rather than only techni­
cal details.
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Ms H 63V T3 D2
The water transported by two light 
water streams settles down in 
the...
la rena mossa da 2 lievi corsi 
dacqa si scarca nella...(T3)
At the end of T3 there are some words for which I could not make any 
sense. Interpreting together text and figure (T3 D2) I believe that 
Leonardo was describing here a flow and transport phenomenon for 
which he wrote several other descriptions. (See Macagno 1986a and 
1987a). Perhaps not much is lost if we do not try too hard to guess 
what is the meaning of the last words in 13; but if this were really
necessary3 I would propose some patience, until the studies of
Leonardian fluid mechanics are completed 3 or near completion. For 
those outside the field of fluid mechanics3 the folio Ms H 648 
contains much the same topic but with much better drawings and 
comments. They still offer3 however3 some difficulties3 and surely 
need also further study3 at least from the point of view of fluid 
mechanics.
It should be noted that there is a letter .a. in D23 and it could be
that an .a. at the end of T3 refers to this symbol in the drawing.
If the flow were from left to right (see my arrow3 next page) there 
should be there a scour hole; I find the criss-crossing of waves3 
where .a. is in D2 3 in the wrong place3 however. Such patterns are 
in the right place in Ms H 64R.
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Ms H 64R Tl.2,3 Dl to 6
The water sriking against a round 
body will dig, after passing the 
sides of such a body, equal scour 
holes.
The gravel eroded by the percus­
sions of the waters will settle 
down where the flows originated 
by jumps will come together.
That face of the triangular body 
which offers an angle more like 
that of the flow (direction) of 
the (oncoming) water will be the 
cause of great erosion by the wa­
ter striking the body.
lacqa perchossa in retondo corpo 
fara dopo i lati desso corpo eq­
ual j chavamentj. (23-T1 Dl)
la giara chavata dalle perccus- 
sionj dell acqe si fermerà dov i 
moti fatti da balzi si ssconter­
anno insieme. (T2)
Quella faccia del triangulo che 
ssi interpora infra angoli piv 
equalj al chorso dell acqa sara 
cavsa di gran cavamento per cqu 
lacqa che i llui percote. (T3)
The drawings are closely related to the text, hut while the latter 
describes mainly the erosion and deposit phenomena, the former are 
essentially about the flow patterns. In what Leonardo says about 
flow I find - as in other passages - that he gave to impact, or 
percussion, a role that today is not usually visualized in the same 
way. The mechanics of impact is quite different for solids and 
liquids, and this is one of the cases in which modern views lean 
more on flow-pattern power to erode than on striking force. In 
spite of this, one must convey Leonardo's language in this case to 
avoid misunderstandings. Similar comments can be made concerning 
’balzi’, i.e. "bounces" or "jumps" or "rebounds".
This is one page that will surely be an important part of the syn­
thesis of Leonardian science of flow and transport phenomena. I 
want, at this point, to emphasize that much more than literal trans­
lations and analysis, what is needed is a critically constructive 
synthesis of Leonardian science of flow.
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Ms H 65R T2 D1,T3, T4 D2
.a. will teach you how to measure .b.
The Martigiana canal has a drop of 2 
'once' per each 100 'trabochi'. The 
100 'trabochi1 are equal to 450 
'braccia'.
The maximum depth of the rivers will 
be downstream, after the current 
where the water becomes stagnant.
.a. tinsegnj mjsurare .b. (T2)
11 navilio di martigana a di 
calo ognj 100 trabochi 2 once 
i quali 100 trabochi son 450 
br (T3)
la soma profondità de fiumj 
sara dopo la corente dove lac- 
qa si quieta. (T4)
The instrumentation that Leonardo mentions in his notebooks is aery 
limited3 and anything becomes of interest in trying to see what 
measurements he may have performed in connection with the science of 
flow. But in D1 there seems to be only a rather crude way of mea­
suring a length; I cannot see anything like a level or some other 
topographic instrument. The information on the Martigiana canal may 
he of interest in hydraulic engineering.
T4 is surely related to D2 which shows very schematically a water 
course followed by what appears to be a small lake or a pool; there 
is a hint of wavy surface where the stream enters the pool. There 
is y actually3 no indication of a water surface for the portion I 
have assumed to be the water coursey but3 if one can use for pictor­
ial notes the language used for written notes, the water surface is 
implicitly indicated.
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Ms H 65V Tl,2 Dl,2 T3
The more it falls, the more it bounces.
On the 2nd day of February of 1494, at 
the Sforzesca, 1 drew the 25 steps of 
2/3 'braccia' each, and width 8 'brac­
cia'.
The maximum depth of the water will be 
between the percussion and the turbu­
lence (or boiling?) resulting from it.
quanto piv cade piv balza. (Tl)
a di 2 di febraro di 1494, alla 
ssforzescha ritrassi scalinj 25 
di 2/3 di br luno larga br 8. 
(T2)
la soma profondità dell acqa 
sara tra Ila perchussione e i 
bollori dessa resultantj. (T3)
There are two sketches of the 'scala ' at the Sforzesca. I can 
detect only hints of flow represented in drawing Dl. Regarding T2: 
for a description of 25 steps, one does not need to draw all of 
them, especially if they are all alike. I am unable to determine if 
there were two 'scale' or only one, and if the part below is the 
continuation of the part above. From the point of view of fluid 
mechanics there is little of interest in T2, but Tl (if actually 
related to Dl ,2) seems to give in detail of the flow cascading down 
the 'scala'. (See, e.g., Codex Hammer 32R D6.)
T3 could be a description of a jet or a nappe falling down, becoming 
submerged, causing perhaps some erosion, and then flowing up in a 
rather turbulent way, an instance of flow described more than once 
in the notebooks of Leonardo. This phenomenon could have been
observable at the foot of the steps of the ’scala sforzesca'.
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Ms H 66R T3 D3,4 - T4 D5
The water that falls closer to its 
vertical line is the one that car­
ries away less coarse gravel.
laequa che cade piv visino al suo 
perpendiculare men giara grosa 
caccia. (T3)
The gravel settles down always af­
ter the jump of the water .a.b. 
and impacts in f.
la giara senpre si posa dopo il 
balzo dell acqa .a.b. e percosse 
in f. (T4)
In T3 3 I see a text closely related to D3 34 where water is coming 
down and eroding the bottom of the canal or river. Leonardo expres­
sed the idea that the closer to the vertical the water falls (com­
pare D3 and D4) the more will it be able to lift coarse gravel and 
transport it downstream3 as shown in D5. Unfortunately3 the text 
for D5 is not clear; I believe Leonardo wanted to say that the water 
impacts in ,f. (not that the gravel impacts there). The material 
carried away from .f. would be deposited in .a.b. My interpretation 
is based on other notes of Leonardo concerning the same phenomenon 
(see e.g.3 Codex Hammer 18R and 38R.). There are3 in this topic of 
erosion3 many aspects that only a comprehensive study3 inchading the 
experimental methodology3 will help to ascertain. For the time 
being3 one can only correct some of the gross errors in the inter­
pretation of Leonardian Fluid Mechanics by general anthologists of 
his writings.
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Ms H 67R Tl,2,3, Dl
Of the soul
The motion of earth against earth, 
as one presses down on the other, 
does not produce much motion of 
impacted parts.
Water impacted by water makes cir­
cles over some distance around the 
point of percussion. The voice 
(propagates) over great distance 
through the air, and greater 
through the fire, and still more 
the mind through the universe, but 
because it is finite it does not 
reach infinite (distance).
De anima (Tl)
il moto della terra contro alla 
tera ricalcando quella poco si 
move le parte percosse. (T2)
laequa perchassa dall acqua fa 
circulj dintorno al loco perch- 
oso per lunga distantia la voce 
infra llaria piv lunga infral 
foco piv la mente infral luj- 
verso ma perche le finita non 
sastende infral lonfinito. (T3)
T2 ,3 deal with an analogy between several "wave" phenomena, not 
ineluding that of propagation of light, but instead we have a propa­
gation which is unlike the others, that of the soul or the mind. In 
fact waves through the earth can go as far as those in water or air, 
if not more, but this is beyond the goals of the present study. One 
cannot miss, however, the Heraclitean view implied in this analogy 
involving a variety of flow phenomena.
In my reading of Dl, I have been able to understand well the wor'is 
'rena', 'argine', and 'acqua'. I had some doubts with the first, 
however, as others did in the past. But, it seems to me that be­
tween 'rena' and 'argine' there are about eight letters for which I 
could not make any sense. The drawing is of interest in hydraulic 
engineering, and it shows some construction details, but one does 
not gain anything about flow science from Dl. This is reflected in 
the way I have constructed a profile to describe Dl.
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Ms 67V TI - T2 - T3 - DI,2 - D3
Water flowing in (canal of) uniform 
slope will flow faster at the sur­
face than at the bottom.
laequa che per equale obbljqujta 
si move sara piv veloce in super- 
fitie che nel fondo. (Tl)
The wave generated by impact will 
be higher at the beginning than in 
the middle.
londa che per cagion di colpo de­
riva sara piv alta nel principio 
che nel mezo. (T2)
The wave generated by the wind will 
be higher in the middle than at the 
beginning; i.e. the fourth (wave) 
rather than the...(?)
londa che da cavsa di uento deri­
va sara piv alta nel mezo el 
principio cioè la 4a che la 
__(T3)
Tl says once more that the velocity distribution from bottom to 
water surface in an open channel is not uniform. (See, e.g.3 Ms H 
54R Tl). Once the multichannel survey including all the profiles is 
entered in a computer system, it will be easy to find all the places 
in which Leonardo said something about velocity distribution in a 
flow. (See first profile on next page.)
T2 and T3 are statements on the hydromechanics of waves generated by 
different causes. Unfortunately the last one or two words of T3 are 
difficult to determine (one can choose: la , 2a, 3a .)
There are on Ms H 68R sketches similar to 67V Dl,2; all of them will 
be discussed together when dealing with 68R.
D3 appears to be related to Tl; and an important point may be that 
the bottom is shown with high roughness, in this sketch of a channel 
(in longitudinal section). It is known that Leonardo associated 
roughness of a wall with characteristics of the flow in the vicinity 
of the wall.
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Ms H 68R T1 D1 - T2 D2,3
These vortices erode the banks, 
hence, make defenses of wooden 
planks over the length of the 
jump; i.e. over .a.b. because 
the transverse jumps are simi­
lar.
questi retrosi mangiano le rive 
de canalj onde farai riparj das- 
se quanto dura il suo balzo cioè 
.a.b. perche simjli sono i balzi 
traversi. (T2)
TI DI is omitted because TI clearly states that the topic is illumi­
nation of mountains. (See Ms H 67V Dl,2).
D2 ,3, which are surely related to T2, need further study from the 
point of view of hydromechanics and hydraulic engineering. It must 
be determined whether D2 is purely a longitudinal section of the 
flow or an oblique view of the two banks over the reach where the 
vortices are. D3 may be a cross-sectional view to show where pro­
tection is needed. Another interpretation for D2 would be that we 
see on top the roller of a hydraulic jump, and below the scour hole 
under it, but this is difficult to reconcile with T2. My doubts - 
at this moment - are reflected in rrty profiles.
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Ms H 68V T1 D1 - T2 D2 - T3
Water beyond the common depth and 
width of the rivers flows in oppo­
site direction.
The water wave will be high between 
the cause of its motion and its end.
The water that flows driven by the 
wind wave (or flow?) will flow at 
the bottom in direction opposite to 
that of the surface.
Lacqa che preterssce lunjversal 
profondità e llargeza d fiumj si 
move in contrario moto (23-T1).
Tonda dell acqa fia alta infra 
la cavsa del moto el suo fine. 
(T2)
laequa che per ondatione di uento 
si move fara nel fondo contrario 
moto a cquello della superfitie. 
(T3)
DI is a better statement than Tl, which needs some improvement, 
because an expansion in a flow, localized as the one shown, has a 
circulation flow which is driven by the main flow; only part of it 
flows in opposite direction, D1 could serve to illustrate either 
the case of an expansion at the bottom or on the side of a canal or 
a river.
In T2 D2, Leonardo may have tried to describe a flow coming against 
a wall and being deflected upward. He seems to attribute to the 
flow upward (the wave?) a distribution of displacements with a 
maximum in the middle and not against the wall,
I do not see TS related to any of the drawings, but this question is 
considered in other places, (See, e,g., Codex Hammer 9V, and Macag- 
no 1986 a,) The flow of water driven by wind has been studied by a 
number of fluid-mechanicists (see, e,g., Kinsman 1965, Phillips 
1969, Plate, 1970).
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Ms H 68V - T4 - T5 D4 - D3
Water does not weigh less trans­
versely than vertically.
lacqa non pesa mancho per traverso 
che per lo suo perpendiculare. 
(T4)
Any flowing liquid weighs more in 
that place where, through equal 
orifice, its container is fastest 
emptied. The center of the bottom 
of the container receives more 
weight (pressure?) than any other 
point.
Ongj moto liqujdo pesa piv in quel 
loco donde per equal buso il suo 
vaso piv presto si uota il cientro 
del fondo del uaso ricieve piv pe­
so dell acqua che altro locho. 
(T5)
T4 may be a statement for hydrostatic pressure, but it could also 
apply to water in motion3 like that of the vortex in D3. I have 
constructed two profiles3 one for each case. As more insight is 
gained into Leonardian fluid mechanics3 we may reach the point at 
which one or the other becomes the valid one.
T5 is an example of Leonardian hydrostatics in which one determines 
pressure distribution by the velocity (or discharge) that a small 
orifice will allow the water to acquire. This clever approach has 
been examined in two contributions by Macagno (1985a <$ 1987c). 
Because Leonardo did not fully realize the negligible influence that 
the location of an orifice would have on such velocity3 depending on 
the location of the orifice in a horizontal bottom3 he stated that 
the pressure would be larger at the center. D4 should be associated 
with other drawings which show better Leonardo's dynamic estimation 
of pressure (see3 e.g.3 Ms C 7R3 or CMI 114V).
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Ms H 69R T1 - T2 Dl?
The free motion of the upper part of 
the (water) will not make angles of 
any kind, unless there is percus­
sion.
il libero moto fatto dalla parte 
superiore della ,n. fara angoli 
di nessuna qualità senon nella 
percussjone. (Tl)
all of the top (flow) patterns of 
water in motion are smoothly curvi- 
1 inear.
tutte le superiori liniamenti 
fatti dal moto del acqa fien 
curuj. (T2)
For the upper part of this page, Leonardo used red chalk (crayon 
rouge) , including Dl , but it is difficult to determine what Dl 
represents and how it can be related to Tl and T2. Perhaps, it 
illustrates a curvilinear configuration of a flow. One should not 
discard the possibility of Leonardo writing one of the notes in ink 
(lower half of the page) for Dl.
Tl is very interesting in connection with the conditions required 
for the streamlines of a flow to show a sudden change in direction. 
The relation of T2 and Tl is not clear, because Leonardo seems to 
exclude in T2 the possibility of change in direction. Further 
studyj which should include correlation with similar statements in 
other notebooks, is necessary to clarify Tl and T2.
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Ms H 69R T3 DI? - T4 - T5 D2
The wave follows the flow of the air 
in contact with it.
londa seguita il moto dell aria 
che la tocha. (T3)
The object which is between the air 
(or wind?) and the (water) wave does 
not follow the motion of either one 
or the other.
la cosa che infra llaria e Honda 
si rinchiude non segujta il moto 
dell una ne dell altra. (T4)
The water missing from the space oc­
cupied by the boat (hull) weighs the 
same as all the rest of the boat 
which displaces it (the water).
laequa che manca nel locho che 
ochupa la nave pesa quanto tucto 
il resto del navilio che Ila dia­
ccia (T5)
In T3 y we do not have a precise statement: what does it mean that 
the wave follows the air? or the wind3 above it? In the profile for 
T3 D1 s I have registered my doubts about the connection between T3 
and D1.
T4 is somewhat better than T3, but more important details are not 
mentioned by Leonardo. I do not believe that T4 and D1 are related.
T5 is a statement on hydrostatics. Leonardo should have said 'tucto 
il navilio' and not 'tucto il resto del navilio'. A correct state­
ment of the Archimedes famous principle of hydrostatics can be found 
in the Codices Madrid (see Macagno 1982). In D2 3 Leonardo indicated 
the portion of the ship under water; i.e. 3 the portion that has 
displaced a certain amount of water; such amopunt of water has a 
weight equal to the total weight of the ship.
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Ms H 69V T1 D4,5 - D2 - D3 - T2 Dl,4-7
Waters of equal course and descent, 
which move one against the other, 
penetrate and go through, one rela­
tive to the other, without altering 
their natural course.
water
wine or water ink (inked water?)
lacqa di pari chorso e disscienso 
che contro luna laltra si mova 
penetra e trapassa luna laltra 
sanza removere il suo naturai 
corso. (22-T1)
acqua
vino o acqua tinta (T2)
This is an interesting page for translators who consider drawings as 
part of their work, inseparable from the texts. The question of 
impinging jets and nappes can be found in several notebooks (see 
Macagno 19823 1988a). This is a problem to which the laboratory 
methodology has been applied successfully. D4,5 represent instances 
of perforation 3 while D6 3? are cases of merging. D1 seems to be a 
very sketchy representation of jets impinging and bouncing back.
D2 and D3 are not related to the rest of the page. D2 shows the 
intersection of simultaneously produced water waves. I find diffi­
cult to interpret D3; perhaps it is a vortex in a channel bend3 or a 
group of waves?
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Ms H 70R TI DI - T2 - D2
The water that flows against stag­
nant water attacks and damages its 
banks.
quell acqua che chontro alla imo- 
bile acqa si move chonbatte e 
ruina le sua argine. (Tl)
Similarly to (what happens in) air, 
the water with stronger flow pene­
trates and goes through the water 
with weaker flow.
lacqa col suo magior moto penetra 
e trapasa il moto mjnore dell altr 
acqa a ssimilitudine dell aria. 
(21-T2)
DI is easy to see, but D2 is very faint. D1 is very much, like Ms H 
68R D2j and the corresponding statements are closely related. T2 
and Tl are obviously statements about the same basic phenomenon. In 
T2 an analogy of behavior of submerged jets in air and in water is 
mentioned. I am inclined to interpret that Leonardo is considering 
here a jet of air in air and a jet of water in water, as he has done 
in other notebooks. Leonardo does not seem to have used ever the
word 'analogia' ; in this case he used 'a ssimilitudine'. We should 
understand "similarly" in my version of T2 with the usual meaning, 
and not with the scientific meaning used nowadays in the theory of 
physical similarity and scale modeling.
The drawing D2 is of difficult interpretation, perhaps it represents 
a vortex, or waves, in a canal bend, similarly to Ms H 69V D3.
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Ms H 70V D5
This drawing seems to suggest two vortices, or a ring vortex, that 
is close to a wall, and could be the result of sudden flow out of a 
tube which was rather close to the wall. My drawing reflects the 
second interpretation.
Ms H 71R T1 D1 - T2 D2
The eye does not encompass the near 
(solid) luminous angle.
lochio non conprende il propinquo 
angolo lumjnoso (Tl)
The pattern of the water flow after 
its percussion is that of an equal- 
angle reflection.
la linja fatta dal corso dell aca 
dopo la sua perchusione risalta 
infra eguali angolj. (T2)
T1 is the text for a drawing (Dl) in which we see an eye looking 
through a triangular orifice. The possible analogy with flow 
through a triangular orifice or triangular duct should be investi­
gated.
T2 D2 describe the flow that enters a channel from a large reser­
voir; this is a flow without impact, or impingement. However, in 
translating, one cannot avoid saying what Leonardo wrote down; the 
most favorable interpretation would be that Leonardo saw that this 
flow had a central plane of symmetry, but here there are not two 
separate flows coming together; there is just one flow. D2 in this 
page is similar to Ms H 72R Dl.
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Ms H 72R T1 D1
The farther is the water from the 
bottom the more free it will be 
in its natural motion...
quan lacq sara piv disstante dal 
fondo tanto piv libera sara nel 
suo natural mo... (T1)
I have indicated this statement as unfinished because I find very 
difficult to understand it as it stands. Presumably this is the 
text for Dl 3 which is above Tl. I do not consider this flow as 
being made up of two currents coming together but rather the conver­
ging flow pattern typical of a weir discharging water from a large 
reservoir into a channel. Maybe3 there is no weir3 and only a
channel connected to an opening in the reservoir wall. This page 
and Ms H 71R T2 D2 are obviously related and must be studied joint­
ly. Besides3 these are not the only drawings of weir flow in Leon­
ardo* s notebooks and correlation with other texts and drawings may 
be necessary to understand (and perhaps complete) Tl in this page. 
Until that is done3 I consider my version a provisional one3 which 
may need revision.
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Ms H 72V T2,3
Any sound produced by wind or by 
percussion will be weaker the far­
ther it will be from its source, 
either in time or in distance.
Que sonjto nato da vento o cholpo 
sara piv debole che per tenpo o 
per distantia fia piv lontano 
della sua cavsa. (T2)
As the time passes, the (sound of 
a) percussion on a bell decreases 
more and more. Similar is (the ef­
fect of) the distance (as it var-
il colpo dato nella canpana quan­
to piv seguita il tenpo piv dimj- 
nuisscie el simjle fa la distan­
tia lunga o vicina. (T3)
ies) from short to long.
T2 and T3 are inseparable; Leonardo oould have omitted T3, but since 
it is there it must be taken into aoeount. It seems the most rea­
sonable solution to give a version of T3 with improvements so that 
it matches T2. This is done under the assumption that T3 was a kind 
of shorthand version of T2 in which one uses, as an illustration the 
sound of a given instrument. Note that a literal translation would 
say that a percussion or impact has properties it does not have, and 
that the distance behaves similarly to the percussion. Of course, 
that is what the text says} but I would consider a disservice to 
translate literally T3 without noticing the presence of T2.
In both T2 and T3 3 Leonardo proposes an analogy between the decay 
functions observed as time passes3 in one case3 and in the other as 
the sound is sensed at different distances. This is reflected in 
the profiles on next page. In simple mathematical terms3 we have an 
attempt at establishing an analogy between an f(x) and a g(t); of 
course3 Leonardo would not consider that x and t were terms of the 
analogy but rather f and g.
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Ms H 73V T1 Dl, T2, D2
The inclined water channel is as ef­
fective as if it were vertical; that 
is, the slope .a.m. is equivalent to 
the vertical .a.n.
All the parts of the quiescent water 
discharge (their weight) upon the 
bottom (of the water).
The reason is that in the pump .m.f. 
the water that enters and moves a- 
long .a.n. weighs only upon the 
valve .n. and on its motor.
la obliqujta del corso dell acqa 
adopera come se fusi perpendicu- 
lare cioè tanto fa lobliqujta 
a.m. quanto il perpendiculare 
a.n. (Tl)
tutte le parte dell acqua ferma 
si caricano sopra il suo fondo. 
(20 - T2)
la ragion sie che sse la tronba 
.m.f. abbia lentrata over laqua 
che si move .a.n. essa sol pesa 
in su lanjmela .n. e al suo mo­
tore. (T3)
In di we see two possible ways of installing a water wheel. In one 
case y the water channel is inclinedy and in the other is vertical; 
thereforey in the corresponding texty one must say "vertical" for 
'perpendiculare'. To do otherwise results in a statement which isy 
at leasty unclear. The modern usage for the direction of the plumb 
line is "vertical"y not "perpendicular".
The statement T2 is correct (other similar statements are not)y but 
what appears to be its explanationy in T3 y is very difficult to 
interpret. It is not at all clear why discussing what happens in a 
pump can come in support of a basic principle of hydrostatics y and 
if it were soy the passage is written in a very obscure way. It 
would perhaps make more sense if Leonardo had used T2 to explain T3 
D2 and not the other way around. My question mark in the profile 
for T2 D2 reflects these doubts.
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Any continuous and united weight 
which exerts pressure transversely 
(i.e. horizontally) weighs less 
upon its vertical support.
If the weight is discrete and dis­
continuous like a liquid or a gra­
nular material, it will exert 
force in all side walls and in do­
ing this, less force acts on the 
bottom in the amount it acts on 
the sides. All .a.b.c.d.e. join 
together in .n.
Ognj peso continuato e vnjto che 
sping in traverso salegierisscie 
sopra il suo perpendichulare 
sosstentachulo (Tl).
se il peso sara discreto discon- 
tinvato chome liqujdo o granv- 
lente esso fara forza per tuttj 
i latj e ffaciendo cosi ciò che 
prieme da latj allegierisscie ne 
fondamentj (T2). tutti .a.b.c. 
d.e. sunjscano in .n. (T3)
Tl and T2 are related as terms of an analogy, and within T2 there is 
still another analogy involving statics of liquids and granular 
materials. In T2 we find an error which I have discussed in my 
study of the Madrid Codices (Macagno 1982). The error consists in 
assuming that the sum of the magnitudes of the forces acting on the 
walls and on the bottom of a water tank should be equal to the 
weight of the water in it, while the correct assumption is that the 
vectorial sum of all the forces should be zero (see also Macagno 
1987c). Note that T2 is in contradiction with T3 in Ms H 73V.
The drawings D1,2,3, together with the text T3, do not seem to have 
any connection with Tl,2.
Ms H 74R Tl, T2, T3 Dl,2,3
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Ms H 74V T1 Dl, T2 D3, T3 D2
The coarsest gravel will be where the 
water flow is swiftest.
All the flat gravel will present the 
wider face obliquely to the water 
current.
If the paddle is wide enough to re­
ceive 12 'once' in .a.n., it could be 
made narrower in that amount and make 
the 12 'once' impact in .n.o. And if 
you would say that .n.o. is closer to 
the axis of the wheel and (therefore) 
it has less force, (note that) the 
water .b.r. comes from a higher place 
than .d.b; this provides a compensa­
tion.
dove lacqa corre piv forte li fia 
la giara di magior grosseza (19 - 
Tl)
tutte le giare stiaciate voltera- 
no le piv large facie obliquamen­
te contrai corso dellacqa. (T2)
sella pala sara si larga che pos­
si ricievere 12 once in .a.n. sa­
ra come farla altretanto piv 
stretta e ffare chelle 12 oncie 
battino in .a.o. e sse ttu dicie- 
si .n.o. e piv visino al polo del 
la rota e a men forza e llacq .b. 
cade piv alta che .d.b. che resto 
ra. (T3)
Dl and D3 present difficulties of interpretation because they have 
become faint. I am not sure of what is represented by Dl, and I 
believe that the connection Tl Dl is hard to tell exactly> while 
that of T2 D3 is obvious.
The unit T3 D2 is easier to render and to interpret, but it is of 
much less interest in the study of Leonardian flow science. The
only point that needs some clarification is that 'si larga', 'piv 
stretta' and 'piv alta' must be interpreted in relation to the 
drawing D2. Leonardo meant the dimension of the paddle in the
radial direction (when talking of its width) and the height of the 
fall (when saying 'piv alta'). T3 D2 needs further study to eval­
uate the level of understanding by Leonardo of the notions of moment 
and power which are implied in his discussion; this cannot be done 
without correlation with other notebooks.
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Ms H 75R T1 Dl, T2 D2, D3
When you climb the stairs, if you 
place your hands on your knees, all 
the effort absorbed by the arms is 
taken away from the tendons below 
your knees.
quando monti la sschala se pogi 
le man sopra le ginochia tutta 
la faticha che acquisstano le 
braccia si toglie a li nervi di 
sotto le ginochia. (Tl)
In the middle of the vortices gath­
er all the light debris, meaning at 
the bottom.
nel mezo di retrosi si riduco 
tutte cose legieri cioè nel 
fondo. (T2)
Tl Dl is included because it shows Leonardo's interest in the mech­
anical behavior of living systemsan area in which there are many 
flow phenomena which were considered by Leonardo,
T2 D2 is straightforward. We should note the meaning of the term 
'si riduco', which is similar to that already found in Ms H 34R Tl, 
which is certainly not of something being reduced to something else3 
but rather that of something gathering in some place.
It could be that D3 is part of D2; however3 I believe it to be an 
independent sketch3 maybe of the cross-section of a channel or a 
river. Perhaps3 D2 is a plan view, and D3 a cross-sectional view of 
the same situation.
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Ms H 75V TI D2, D1
If .a.n. receives 100 'libre* from 
.f.n, a.m, because it is less by 
one half, will move up 200, and 
.a.r, because it is equal to .n.a, 
will raise 100, but it will be the 
same to use .a.r. or .a.m. because 
while .a.m. raises 200, it does it 
by less than one half than .a.r. 
(raises) its 100; hence 1 conclude 
that each performs equivalent op­
erations.
se .a.n. ricieve da .f.n. libr 
100 di peso .a.m. per essere 
manco la meta ne leuera 200 e 
.a.r. per essere simjle a .n.a. 
ne leuera 100 ma tanto fia a 
adoperare .a.r. quanto .a.m. 
perche se .a.m. alza 200 eli 
alza manco la meta che .a.r. le 
sua 100 onde concludo fare cia- 
sscuno di pari operatione. (Tl)
I do not see how one can tell what the seale of D1 is. It is impor­
tant to determine it because it could be that this is a siphon 
(i.e., a conduit with downward flow). Perhaps, it is more likely 
that this drawing represent a pumping installation (hence, the flow 
would be upward). Correlation with similar drawings in other note­
books, if possible, could help to understand this drawing.
The version given for Tl is based on assuming that D2 is a sketch 
for a more complex installation than that shown; i.e., a system 
constituted by a water wheel and a water lifting device. Thus, 'ne 
leuera' should not be translated differently from "it will lift", 
"it will raise", or a similar expression. The version for 'manco la 
meta' has been based on knowing that Leonardo was aware of the 
significance of the products : weight times height and force times
arm. (See also 74V T2 D2).
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Ms H 76R Tl, T2 Dl,2
Every part of the water desires that 
its parts be like all the element; 
that is, equi-distant from the cen­
ter.
Ognj parte dell acqa desidera 
che lie sue parte sieno sich- 
ome tutto lo elemento equal- 
mente distante dal suo d e n ­
tro. (Tl)
c.d, because of being thin, follows 
closely the angle, e.n, because of 
being thick, follows its own nature.
c.d per essere debole veste 
langolo e.n per essere gagli­
ardo osserva la natura di se. 
(T2)
For somebody who has observed water flowing in the laboratory the 
meaning of the block T2 D1,2 is crystal clear. The two drawings are 
in fact much more eloquent than the corresponding text. Because of 
this I feel justified in translating 'debole' and 'gagliardo' the 
way I did it. In what concerns 'veste', of course> it should not be 
confused with 'investe' ; the meaning here is like that in 'La gli- 
cina veste i muri della casa'. The flow illustrated in D2 was 
studied by H. Rouse in his Karlsruhe dissertation (Rouse 1933).
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Ms H 76V TI DI, T3
No 'incastro' should be narrower than 
its own general channel because down­
stream the water makes vortices and 
erodes the banks.
nessuno incasstro de essere piu 
strecto chel suo vniversale ca­
nale perche laequa fa poi retro- 
si e ronpe le argine. (Tl)
Perspective
The shadows or the objects mirrored 
in moving water, i.e., with small 
waves, will always be larger than the 
object(s) ouotside, from which they 
originate.
prospectiva
lonbre over le cose spechiate nell 
achua movente cioè con onde pich- 
ole senpre sara magiore chella 
chosa di fori donde nasscie. (T3)
In TI, 'incastro' stands almost surely for a control gate in the 
water channel, but as in Ms H IR, I have preferred to leave the term 
in the original language. I consider that more work is needed to 
determine the accurate meaning of this technical term.
T3 contains a statement that can easily be confirmed and that one 
can understand because water agitated by waves becomes a complicated 
curved mirror. It is easy to find photographs that confirm this 
statement. Of course, as Leonardo noted correctly, the waves must 
not be so disruptive that one cannot see anymore the reflections. 
(See, e.g., Plate XVII of the book "Bores, Breakers, Waves and 
Wakes" by R.A.R. Tricker (1964-65 editions) in which Leonardo's 
effect is well illustrated; other plates in this book show the 
effects of either no waves, or too big waves.)
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The water that rises in the mountains 
is the blood that keeps such mountains 
alive. And if that vein (or artery?) 
is pierced or cut, Nature, which is 
helpful to its living beings in its 
generous increase of its will to over­
come the loss of the poured out humor, 
offers there appropriately abundant 
help. This is in analogy to a contu­
sion in man where one can see the help 
provided by the afflux of blood under 
the skin which shows as a swelling (?) 
to supply the harmed place. This is 
also analogous to the vine cut at its 
very top; Nature then sends from the 
deepest roots to the topmost cut place 
its sap and as this is poured out... 
(Nature) does not deprive it from the 
vital humor until the end of its life.
Lacqua che surgie nei montj e il 
sangue che tiene viva essa montag- 
nja e forata in esa o per traverso 
essa vena la natura aivtatrice de 
sua vivi sendo abondante nell av- 
mento di volere vincere il manca­
mento del uersato omore qujvi con 
curioso socorso abonda a simjli- 
tudine deloco percoso nell omo e 
si uede per lo socorso fato multi- 
plicare il sangue sotto alla pelle 
i modo di sgonfiamento per soper- 
ire al loco infecto simjlmente la 
ujte sendo tagliata nell alta 
stremjta manda la natura dall in­
fime radicj all alteza soma del 
loco tagliato il suo omore e cque- 
1 lo essendo versato ... essa non 
labandona di ujtale omore insino 
al fine della sua vita. (Tl).
The old notions of analogy between different living systems and the 
Earth are reflected here and in many other places in Leonardo's 
notebooks. (See Kemp 1982, in Scientia's special volume, for an 
analysis of this analogy.) I have introduced the term "analogy" 
because there is no doubt that he really used the notion. I believe 
that Leonardo did not want to say 'sgonfiamento' but 'gonfiamento'; 
therefore, I have used "swelling”.
Ms H 77R T1
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Ms H 77V Tl, T3
The water that flows close to the 
bottom and the banks is slower than 
the other water because of the im­
pacts which make (the) vortices.
All violent motions become weaker 
the farther they are from their or­
igin.
lacqa che chore presso al fondo e 
alle rive sara piv tarda cheli al­
tra per chaua delle percussionj 
che fanno retrosi. (Tl)
tutti i moti violenti quanto piv 
si partano dalla lor causa piv in- 
debolisscano. (T3)
Tl looks to me like one of the pronouncements of a sibyl, and I 
really admire translators who do not know fluid mechanics and still 
think that this can be translated by knowledge of the language 
only! Do the impacts originate the vortices, or do the vortices 
cause impacts? In the context of other statements of Leonardo, I 
would tend to believe that in Tl he was stating that water impacts 
roughness elements in the boundaries and this originates vortices, 
and this slows the flow; but without further study it seems diffi­
cult to be sure. Leonardo must be thoroughly investigated, not just 
translated.
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Ms H 78R Tl, T2
You, who buy water by the 'once', 
should know that you may deceive 
yourself in large measure, be­
cause if you take one 'oncia' 
from stagnant water, one 'oncia' 
from water flowing against the 
orifice of your intake, one 'on­
cia' close to the (free) surface, 
one 'oncia' near the bottom, one 
'oncia' across the main flow...
The more the natural motion pro­
gresses away from its cause, the 
faster it becomes.
tu che chonpri lacqa a once sapi 
che tu tti poi forte ingannare. 
Inperoche se ttu to Ili vn oncia 
in acqa morta e vn oncia in acqa 
corente contro al buso della tua 
oncia vn oncia visino alla su- 
perfitie una vicino al fondo vna 
in traverso alla corsia...(Tl).
Quanto il moto naturale si parte 
dalla sua cavsa tanto piv si fa 
veloce. (T2)
In Tl we have an unfinished statem en tbut it is obvious that Leon­
ardo was taking into account the influence of the flow pattern 
towards the orifice on the discharge 3 in addition to the one more 
important of the head. This passage is of interest in connection 
with others in which Leonardo was presenting the problem of dis­
charge through orifices located in different places of the walls or 
the bottom of a reservoir or canal. It seems that he never did the 
necessary experiments to find an answer to this question3 but from 
other texts it appears that he had some ideas which must be careful­
ly examined.
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Ms H 78V T2 D2
If the water .b. is of the same slope 
and depth that the water .a, I ask you 
which will flow faster if they are of 
equal depth but with a width ratio of 
one hundred.
se llacqa .b. fia di pari decli- 
natione e profondità cho llacqa 
.a. jo ti dimando quale si movera 
piv presto essendo di pari pro­
fondità e de centiplicata largeza 
luna dell altra. (18 - T2)
The question is very clearly stated, and presumably Leonardo has 
already some ideas about the different resistance the two channels 
will offer to the flow. After studying the drawing D2, I tend to 
believe that Leonardo was examining the flow in two channels rather 
than two parts of the water in a single wide channel. The fluid 
mechanicist can see a connection between T2 in this folio and T1 in 
MsH 77V, and therefore, the interpretation of the present passage 
becomes somewhat more difficult.
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Ms H 79R T2
The thinner the water that flows a- 
round an angle the closer around the 
angle it will fall.
quanto laequa sara piv bassa piv 
vestirà langulo dond ella cade. 
(T2)
This statement does not add anything new to the ones in Ms H 76R; 
presumably it is a note that precedes the other two and the corre­
sponding drawings. The above English version is based on the obser­
vation of D1 in Ms H 76R; that is the reason to make 'bassa' = 
"thinner". There is nothing in T2 which would suggest an impact of 
water on something; the water goes around the angle smoothly as 
clearly indicated by the verb ’vestire'.
Ms H 79V Tl, T2,3 D1
That water wheel will be best driven 
by that water which does not jump 
back after its impact on the wheel.
The impact will be of larger magni­
tude which is caused by the more 
straight and longer motion.
The longer is .a.n. than .p.q. the 
better impact it will give.
quella rota dell acqa sara meglio 
voltata della quale laqua chella 
volta non saltera indirieto dopo 
la sua perchussione. (Tl)
Quel colpo sara di magiore va 1i- 
tudine del quale il moto chello 
cavsa fia piv retto e piv lungo. 
(T2)
a.n. fia tanto mjgliore colpo che 
.p.q. quanto esso e piv lungo. 
(T3)
This folio's topic is related to that in Ms H 73V Tl and in 30V 
T5 ,6 ,7.
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Ms H 80R Tl, Dl, D3, D4
All the valleys of the waves which 
appear in the sand will form equal 
angles with the water current.
tutti j cavi dell ondazionj apar­
enti sopra la rena sarano infra e- 
qualj angoli col moto dell acqa. 
(Tl)
Drawing Dl is of interest to hydraulic engineers but it does not 
show anything about flow phenomena. D2 is difficult to interpret 
and it does not seem to be related to Dl and surely has nothing to 
do with Tl, There are a few faint lines which I have indicated with 
D3, but I doubt there will ever be an interpretation for them. D4s 
which is crossed by the written lines of Tl, does not seem to repre­
sent flow at all.
Ms H 81R T2
The sand wave is less inclined and 
slower in the ascending than in the 
descending slope.
londa del sabione e manco obliqua 
e di piv tardo moto nel montare 
che nel dissciendere. (17 - T2).
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Ms H 81V T3 and 82R T2
The (free) surface of the water of 
the rivers desires to be equidis­
tant from the center (of the world) 
and by jumping (the water) acquires 
weight and erodes the bottom. This 
is so because it grows at the in­
tersections and entering the air it 
weighs more, then falls and erodes 
the bed.
la superfitie dell acqa de fiumj 
desidera essere equidistante al 
cientro e balzando pesa e consuma 
il fondo perche ingrossa per le 
intersegatjonj e entrando infra 
laria piv pesa onde cade e ronpe 
il fondo. (81V T3 - 82R T2).
This text does not seem to have much connection with the drawings in 
Ms H 82R. This notion may be born from the obscure way in which 
Leonardo has explained here the erosive power of water> speaking of 
intersections which are difficult to visualize; they seem to be the 
cause for the water going up in first place and then down to the 
point of attacking the bottom.
Ms H 82R TI D2, Dlf D3
In the stagnant water come to rest 
the water-impregnated leaves which 
glided over the water bottom.
i nell acq sanza moto si ferma le 
foglie che scorevan pregnie dacqa 
su per lo suo fondo. (Tl)
D2S with the words 'sanza moto' is surely related to Tl. D1 could 
be a variant of D2, but D3 seems unrelated. I see D3 as a plan view 
of a hydraulic jump.
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Ms H 82V Tl, Dl, D2, D3
The vortices, which appear in the 
middle of the width of the water 
fall, will be between the jump of 
the waters and its banks.
i retrosi che mettano i mezzo la 
largeza della caduta dell acqa 
fieno ifralzo dell acque e lie 
sue argine. (16? - Tl)
It seems that Leonardo began to write the number 16 on top of Tl but 
finally put it beside Dl. But Dl does not seem to represent what Tl 
describes with words. Dl is similar to some sketches of horse-shoe 
and necklace vortices in the Codex Hammer. Drawings D2 and D3 may 
be related to Tl, but, if so, the relation is not obvious, and 
further study is needed to establish the meaning of these two 
sketches.
Ms H 83R Tl
The vortices generated by the water 
after the width of its fall will be 
between the (free) surface and the 
bottom, between above and below.
i retrosi fatti dall acqa dopo 
la largeza della sua caduta 
sarano tra Ila superfitie el 
fondo tra su e giv. (Tl)
This statement may be related to Ms 82V Dl. In saying that the 
vortices will be between the surface and the bottom and between 
above and below, it seems that there is a redundancy. I am not sure 
of what 'largeza della sua caduta' stands for; to be applicable to 
Dl in Ms H 82V 'largeza' should stand for the depth of water.
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Ms H 83V TI D2, D1
If the bottoms of 2 canals are of 
equal slope and width and of equal 
water (depth), and one is obstruc­
ted in the middle of its width over 
2/3 of the width, while the other 
is of uniform width; I ask which 
one discharges more water.
se i fondi di 2 canalj sarano 
dequale obljqujta e llargeza e 
di parj acqa e lluno sia sera- 
to nel mezo della sua largeza 
i 2/3 dessa largeza e llaltro 
sia dequale largeza domando 
quale verserà piv acqua. (15-T1)
In T1 we find a question of hydraulics of open channels which is 
clearly stated3 although some details which will make it more accur­
ately defined are left out. Note that D2 shows a good understanding 
of the flow downstream from the constriction. Of course, it shows 
only one of the possible configurations. Note that both T1 and D2 
state that the obstruction occupies 2/3 of the width> not 1/3; the 
width is not reduced to 2/3 but to 1/3 by such an obstruction. D1 
is a sketch which may indicate two channels, one free3 and the other 
with an obstruction.
Ms H 83V T2 D3
The water that falls into another 
water, when it impacts the bottom, 
it turns up toward the air above 
the mean (water) surface; as it 
falls back it accomplishes lesser 
jumps.
lacqa che cade infra 11 a 1tra ac­
qa percote il fondo e 1 levasi 
jnverso laria piv che llunjver- 
sal superfitie e giv ricadendo 
dimjnjscje e salti. (14-T2)
D3 is a very faint drawing which seems to show three jumps of de­
creasing magnitude in accordance with the general description of the 
phenomenon in T2. Leonardo3 apparently, is considering here an 
analogy between a body bouncing on a floor and the behavior of a 
water jet.
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Ms H 84R Tl,2 D2
The lines, which undergo reflec­
tions in the water, after their 
impact will not be of rectilin­
ear shape but they will hang 
down as curves.
lenje che risaltano dell acqa 
dopo la sua perchusione non 
saranno di retto corso anzi 
penderanno nel curuo. (13-T1)
The impact of the water (wave?) 
from ,S. in .a. would want to 
bounce to .m., but the obstruc­
tions offered by the other lines 
which strike it, i.e., .t.r.o., 
bend it down to .n.
La perchussione che ffa lacqa 
di ,S. in .a. desiderebbe di 
risaltare in .m. ma Impedi­
ment j dell altre linje che Ila 
perchotano cioè .t.r.o. la to- 
torcano in basso in .n. (T2)
Both T1 and T2 must be read having in view D2 as the sketch of the 
wave pattern being described. Because of this I have rendered 
'risaltano' as "undergo reflections"s in spite of not being sure 
whether Leonardo3 at this pointy had overcome his confusion between 
wave motion and configuration> and water flow. For the same rea­
sons., I have hinted that it is not water but a wave front that 
Leonardo is depicting with the line .S.a. I prefer to leave the 
reader with doubts than offer a version or a comment which would 
convey a wrong sense of these paragraphs.
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Ms H 84V Tl,3 Dl, T2, T4
In a short time, the channel of 
uniform depth and slope will scour 
more in the middle than near the 
banks.
In the middle of straight channels 
the water flows at higher velocity 
than on the sides.
Where the water flows faster it 
erodes more, being the depth the 
same.
Water forced through a constric­
tion will break banks and bed af­
ter its fall.
il canale diritto dequale profon­
dità e obliqujta in brieve tenpo 
fara piv cavo nel mezo che vicino 
al argine. (11-T1)
nel mezo di dirittj canalj corre 
piv velocemente lacqa che da la- 
tj. (T2)
dove lacqa piv si move piv lieva 
essendo di pari alteza. (T3)
lacqa che sara restretta ronpera 
largine el fondo dopo la sua cad­
uta. (12-T4)
Dl illustrates T1323Z. The three statements form a unit3 but T2 
supplements the information and the description. TZ surely does not 
mean that the water becomes lighter; it means that it takes away 
more where its velocity is higher. The number 11 was most likely 
meant for T1,23Z and Dl.
T4 is a different statement describing a phenomenon to which Leon­
ardo has referred several times in this and other notebooks. ( See3 
for instance3 Ms H 76V T13 in which a rule for design is given based 
on the knowledge recorded here in T4.)
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Ms H 85 R Tl,2 D1
In any water channel of uniform 
slope, depth, and width with a 
constriction built in some place, 
the water, after going through 
such a constriction, will erode 
the bottom and the sides.
Ognj chanale dacqa dequale obliqu- 
jta profondità e llargeza che sara 
in alchun locho restretto ronpera 
il fondo e llargine dopo il trans­
ito dessa strettezza. (10-T1)
This occurs because, where the 
water is constricted, it rises 
behind that constriction, and as 
it passes through the channel 
contraction, it flows swiftly be­
cause of falling down. Then it 
comes upon the downstream water 
which does not move and finds an 
impedement; therefore, it follows 
its line of descent down to the 
bottom, and there it erodes and, 
with retrograde circulations, it 
turns toward the banks and under­
mines them, and ruins them as it 
is shown in the drawing above.
Questo achade perche doue lacqa e 
restretta esa salza dirieto a essa 
strettura e passando per esso loco 
restretto vi passa con furore per­
che declina trova lacqa di sotto 
che non core e rjcieve inpedimento 
onde seguita la linja del suo dis- 
cienso vassene al fondo e 11j cava 
e con retrose circulationj si vol­
ta all argine e cquelle sotto cav­
ando le fa ruinare come si dimos- 
stra nel disegno di sopra. (T2)
All the contents of this folio form a perfect unit explaining a 
water flow and transport phenomena well known to designers and 
builders of water channels who are not careful. In this case it is 
easy to give a reliable version in another language, if one is 
familiar with engineering hydraulics. It is obvious that what 
erodes the bottom and sides is the water and not the canal, for 
instance; my version makes this clear, although Leonardo's language 
in T1 seems to indicate the contrary. What I mean is that 'ognj 
chanale....ronpera il fondo' in T1 should not be understood "every 
channel will break the bottom" as if the channel were a self-de­
structing object!
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Ms H 85V Tl,2 Dl
The lower water follows less its 
natural course than the upper wa­
ter. This occurs because the wa­
ter which is in contact with the 
air is under no load by any 
weight and hence follows simply 
its own natural course .c.d, 
without any impediment. The low­
er water is under load and pres­
sure, and behaves as shown in 
.a.b. See that such water forms 
an angle in .a, and, above, in 
.c. Nothing else than a curve 
line can result.
All waters which are somewhat be­
low the surface intersect after 
their impact.
lacqa di socto obedisscie mancho 
al suo naturale corso che quella 
di sopra. Questo achade perche 
laequa che chonfina chollaria non 
e agravata da alcun peso onde 
senplicemente sanza alchuno inpe- 
dimento obediscie al suo naturai 
chorso .c.d. Quella di sotto e 
agravata e premuta e ffa come si 
dimostra in .a.b. Vedi chessa 
compone vn angolo in .a. e di so­
pra in .c. non si po conporre al­
tro che lljnja churua. (8-T1)
Tutte lachue alquanto sotto la 
superfitie sintersegano dopo la 
lor perchussione. (9-T2).
This folio also contains a single unit, but it is much less clear 
than that of the preceding folio. In my opinion, this is due to 
Leonardo trying here to explain a complex flow with the wrong physi­
cal notionsy rather than to obscure language.
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Ms H 87R T1 Dl, T2 D2, T3 D3
The water extending beyond the 
normal width and depth of the ri­
ver will turn back in opposite 
flow direction.
The water of uniform width and 
non-uniform depth will have uni­
form surface motion.
Among the water courses with the 
same slope, the water with the 
straightest motion will possess 
the highest (average?) velocity.
*Quella acqa si uoltera in con­
trario chorso la qual preteris- 
cie lunjversal largeza e profon­
dità de fiumj. (Tl)
Lacqa dequal largeza e desequale 
profondità sara dequal moto in 
superfitie. (6-T2)
Infra i corsi dell acqa di pari 
obliqujta quella che ssara di 
piv retto moto sara piv veloce. 
(7-T3.D3)
I have associated Tl and Dl, and T2 and D2. Dl can serve to de­
scribe either a local increase in width, or a local increase in 
depth, I do not believe that Leonardo meant that both changes in 
the boundary would occur simultaneously, D2 shows a rather wavy 
bottom profile; under certain conditions - not specified by Leonardo 
- the water surface may not show much of what is underneath. I am 
inclined to believe that the flow in Dl and D2 is from right to 
left.
One could easily overlook the two lines below T3, but they are very 
much related to the text; they indicate a straight and a meandering 
canal. I consider that Leonardo was referring here to the average 
velocity of flow, and I thought necessary to suggest that, in the 
English version.
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Ms H 87V T1 Dl, T2 D2
If you withdraw water from anoth­
er water of equal depth with uni­
form slope, know that it is the 
same to withdraw it close to the 
place .r. with the fall .a.n. as 
to withdraw it farther away in 
.m.o.
se ttu torraj lacqa dun altra acqa 
che ssia di pari liuello con equ- 
ale obbiquljta sappi che tanto 
ffia a ttorla visino all laco .r. 
con Ila caduta .a.n. quanto lon­
tano in .m.o. (Tl).
The water which exceeds, (both?) 
in depth and width, the width and 
depth of the river will flow con­
trary to the original direction 
of the river.
lacqa che per profondità e llar- 
geza preterisscie lunjversale lar- 
geza e profondità de fiumj si uol- 
tera contro al suo primo corso. 
(5-T2)
In DI, I consider that .r.a.m. represents a water channel distribu­
ting water along its course. Because of this, I have given 'pari 
liuello' as "equal depth". If there is flow in the canal there can 
not be equal level water in it; a translator of questions pertaining 
to fluid flow should know this.
The block T2 D2 is very similar to Tl Dl in Ms H 87R, but here it 
seems that Leonardo was considering an expansion in the boundaries 
extending all around, a situation which should produce a half of a 
captive annular eddy (see Macagno 1967).
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Ms H 88V T3 D1
The water .a.b. comes closer to 
the center of its wheel than the 
water .c.d. (to the center of its 
wheel) hence the wheel .c. is 
better than the wheel .a.
lacqa .a.b. sacosta piv al d e n ­
tro della sua rota che lacqa .c.d. 
onde la rota .c.e meglio che la 
rota .a. (T3)
T3 DI should be considered together with other blocks concerned with 
the same question (see3 e.g.3 Ms H 74V and 75V).
Ms H 89R Tl, D1
motion
That part of the cloud which is 
closer to the eye will seem to be 
faster than the part that is 
higher and because of this, (such 
parts) will seem to be of con­
trary motion one relative to the 
other.
moto
quella parte del nuvolo che ssara 
piv visina al ochio parra piv vel­
oce che quella che piv alta e per 
qusto spesso aparano di contrari 
motj lun che llaltro. (Tl)
Note the similarity of drawings D2 in Ms H 83V and D1 in Ms H 85V 
with the drawing DI in 89R which is reproduced on the next page.
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Ms H 89V T3 Dl
Being the water (channel?) .c.n. 
level, 1 ask which one will dis­
charge more rapidly that water: 
the channel .a.c. or the channel 
.b .c.
Lacqa .c.n. he piana dimando quan­
to verserà piv presto hessa acqa 
ol canale .a.c. hoi chanale .b.c. 
(4-T3)
The drawing T3 does not show really a bifurcation, but two alternate 
designs to drain the water in .c.n. The question should not be one 
of swiftness of flow in one or the other alternative, but of which 
one drains in lesser time. The problem is not a trivial one, al­
though the complexities may very well have escaped Leonardo’s analy­
sis. It is worth studying the rest of the documents to see if one 
can further clarify this question.
Ms H 90R T1
Remember when you comment upon 
water to argue in terms of exper­
iments first and then of reason.
ricordatj quando comentj lacque 
dal legar prima la sperienza e poj 
la ragione. (T1)
This statement of Leonardo has been quoted many times; I have ren­
dered ’sperienza’ into "experiments" because this is supported by, 
at least, hundreds of experiments and experimental situations one 
finds in the notebooks concerning flow of water and other elements.
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Ms H 90V T2
If 12 'oncie' of water force a 
mill to make 30 thousand revolu­
tions per hour, we believe that 
24 'once' will induce in the same 
mill 60 thousand revolutions per 
hour, if it works under the same 
(water) fall and grinds twice as 
much than in the first case.
se 12 'once' dacqa fa dare 30 mila 
volte a vna macjna per ora 24 once 
crediamo noj che ffacia alla mede­
sima macjna 60 mjla volte per ora 
essendo nella medesima caduta e 
chella macinj piv altrectanto che 
la prima. (T2)
Ms H 92R Tl, T2, D2
As much weight of water will 
leave the place (where a body 
floats?) as the total weight (of 
the body?) that displaces that 
water.
As much will be the weight float­
ing in the water as is the total 
weight of the water which makes 
room for such a weight.
tanto peso dacqa si fugira del suo 
sito quant e la soma del peso che 
essa acqa caccia. (3-T1)
tanto fia il peso che si sostien 
sopra lacqa quant e la soma del 
peso del acqa che da lloco a essi 
pesi. (T2)
I have listed here D2, but I am not sure it is related to Tl>2; 
maybe it has some hydrostatic meaning. Tl and T2 say nearly the 
same thing (see Ms H 69R T5 for a related statement). I think that 
one should not maintain the plural 'pesi' that Leonardo used at the 
end of T2, unless one does not understand this as a statement about 
the hydrostatics of a given body. I believe that only in a few 
cases can one give a literal version of Leonardo's notes; interpre­
tation beyond what he actually wrote down is needed most of the time 
(for discussions of similar statements in other notebooks> see 
Macagno 1982, 1988b).
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Ms H 92V Tl, T2 D1
Among the water courses of equal 
width, length, and slope, the one 
with maximum depth will have the 
maximum average velocity (of 
flow).
The water of depth .p.m. flows 
faster than (that of) depth .a.n.
Infra i chorsi dell acque di pari 
largeza lungeza e obliqujta quel­
lo sara di piv veloce corso il 
quale sara di magiore profondità. 
(2-T1)
lacqa della grosseza .p.m. si 
moue piv presto che lalteza .a.n. 
(T2)
Leonardo makes a statement about flow in open channels. As in many 
other casess he does not express the principle without some flaw. 
In T2 it is obvious that he is not comparing motion with a height, 
as the literal translation would say. He is comparing flow of depth 
• p.m, with flow of depth .a.n. In fact, presumably3 he is speaking 
of average flow velocities. A less probable possibility would be a 
comparison of maximum velocities.
Ms H 92 V CV T3 D2-5
Any weight which can slide on a Ognj peso mobile sopra a chorda 
free string will stop where the corente si ferma infra equalj 
angles are equal. angolj. (T3)
Although nothing is said by Leonardo, I would like to plant the idea 
that he may have been thinking of an analogy with other phenomena 
(see the profile for T3 D2-5).
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Ms H 93R
Any water (channel) flow of equal 
bottom and (surface) slopes will 
be of higher velocity at the 
(free) surface than at the bot-
Ognj moto dacqua dequale fondo e 
obbliqujta sara piv veloce nella 
superfitie che nel fondo e piv 
nel mezo che da latj. (la - Tl)
tom, and at the middle than on 
the sides.
I consider this a statement concerning uniform flow in an open 
channel with the free-surface and the bottom parallel to each other. 
I could have rendered ’equal e fondo e obbliqujta' as "uniform depth 
and inclination", but I think that Leonardo thought of the two 
parallel lines which indicate the free surface and the bottom of the 
canal. (See, for instance, the two lines (or three lines) down­
stream from cross-sections .a.n. and .p.m. in Ms H 92V T2.)
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Ms H 95R T1
Water, the vital humor of the 
terrestrial machine, flows be­
cause of its natural heat.
lacqa vitale omore della tereste 
machina mediante il suo naturale 
calore si move. (Tl)
Ms H 100R CV T2 D2
To know better the winds. per congnosciere meglio e ventj. 
(T2)
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Ms H 101V CY T1
The water that, from the lowest 
depths of the sea is pushed by 
the forces of its mover to the 
high summits of the mountains, 
finds a place with cut veins, 
falls down and erodes while re­
turning by the shortest route to 
the sea down below. And again, 
through the branching veins, goes 
up and again falls down. And thus 
circulating between up and down, 
with alternation of natural and 
accidental motion, (it behaves) 
in analogy with the vine sap 
which pours out through the cut 
branches and falls back to its 
(roots?) to go up again through 
its meati to descend (again) in 
similar way.
lacqa che da linfima profondità 
del mare entrando nelle forze del 
suo motore all alte cime de montj 
e ssospinta dove trovando le uene 
tagliate giv ruina e per la via 
piu brieve al basso mare ritorna e 
di novo per le ramjficante vene si 
leua e po ricade e cosi tra su e 
giv voltando qua di dentro o di 
forj co naturale o acidentale moto 
girando a ssimjlitudine della uite 
della quale lacqa che versa per li 
tagliati ramj.E che richade sulle 
sua di nouo per li meati sormonta 
e a ssimjli dissciensi ritornna. 
(Tl)
We find here again, notes on the analogy between micro- and macro­
cosms; compare with Ms H 77R Tl, (See also Kemp 1982, Macagno 
1988a.)
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Ms H 105R CV T1 Dl,2
The center of any weight comes to 
rest under the center of its sup­
port.
Il cientro d ognj peso si fermo 
sotto il cientro del suo sostenta 
culo. (Tl)
Ms H 114V D1,D2
There are only drawings on this page. D1 seems to represent the 
same kind of U-tube, or J-tube, which one finds also in other manu­
scripts of Leonardo (see, &»g»s CA 886V and 1023V). The second 
drawing ( D2) resembles a modern centrifugal pump rotor, but this is 
most probably a wheel which would be driven for ever by weights 
moving from the center to the periphery and vice-versa.
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Ms H 115V CV T1
The heavier part of any body 
which is moved will be the guide 
of its motion.
*la parte piv grav dognj corpo 
mosso sara guida del suo movi­
mento. (Tl)
Although it is important to knoio that this statement belongs to the 
physios that somehow was learned by Leonardo, it is still much more 
important to know if this was challenged or not by Leonardo, because 
rather simple experiments can show that this assertion is not gener­
ally valid. I have done experiments in which the body falls in 
violation of the Nemorarian rule! (See Karlsruhe's Internal Reports 
by Macagno 1975-85.)
Ms H 116R CV Tl DI, D2
The water (or river?) that over­
flows its own defenses undermines 
and erodes those in the opposite 
side.
lacqa che trabocha sopra i sua re- 
parj queglj 4 disscalza e ruina 3 
dall opposita parte. (Tl)
I am not sure of what ’3' and '4' mean in Tl above; it does not seem 
to me that the sense will vary if one assumes that they indicate a 
change in the order of the phrases. Perhaps this is some message 
regarding the drawings, but, without further study of the engineer­
ing hydraulics involved, it is difficult to make a decision.
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Ms H 117V T1 Dl
thurible and gentle (smoke!) teribile e ssuave
This phrase should be interpreted as a pun: "terrible and gentle"3 
for the eenser and its smoke. Leonardo has not sketched many plumes 
in his notebooks. (Who knows? perhaps this note reflects exper­
ience as an acolyte (see the drawing in the Unabridged Webster's 
Dictionary3 p. 16.))
Ms M 123V CV TI D3, DI, D2
When .r.t. becomes empty, .m.n. 
should close, and when .m.n will 
be in .m., .a. should go to .b. 
and .t. should go up.
quando .r.t. si vota .m.n. si 
mvuri e quando .m.n. fia in .m. 
.a. vada in ,b. he .t. si levi. 
(Tl)
I have included Tl D3 because of the possibility that this may have 
some hydraulic meaning which escapes to me. I have given as literal 
a version as possible 3 but it should be clear that I do not under­
stand this passage at all. I have constructed profiles which show 
my reservations in their question marks. I hope that some hydrauli- 
cian may make sense of this page.
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Ms H 124R CV TI, D4
1 ask whether the water weighs 
more on the bottom than at half 
the height.
dimando se lacqa pesa piv sopra il 
fondo che a mezo lalteza. (Tl)
One of the many statements in the notebooks of Leonardo which refers 
to the pressure distribution in water. Tl is unrelated to the 
drawings on this page. D4 may have a connection with T2 in Ms H 
123V.
Ms H 127R CV Tl, T2, Dl, D2, D3, D4
The smoke leaves....
Each thing makes its own smell.
il fumo lascia del___ (Tl)
Ognj cosa fa el suo odore. (T2)
I can advance some ideas about three of the drawings: Dl looks to
me as a hydraulic jump; D2 as some system of waves; D3 as a bend in 
a river or a canal. D4 is very difficult to associate with flow, 
but I do not want to discard it at this moment.
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Ms H 127V CV TI D2, DI, D3
.a. is of higher velocity than .b. .a. e piv veloce che .b. (Tl)
Drawing Dl Zooks quite complicated to me, I am not sure what its 
orientation should be; assuming it represents a flow, I can not 
decide what its direction is. D2 is obviously associated with Tl; 
perhaps we have here a flow around an obstacle, and then it makes 
sense that .a. would be of higher velocity than ,b. D3 seems similar 
to other drawings representing water falling down and eroding the 
ground. (See Ms H 66R, or CH 14V and 18R. See also Macagno 1988a.)
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Ms H 128R CV T1 D1
The slow vortices deposit soil. i pigri retrosi pongan tereno. 
(Tl)
D1 is probably related to Tl3 but it is hard to tell how the flow is 
in this drawing; basically there seem to be a main flow 3 and a zone 
of separation with vortices.
Ms H 130V CV TI D2
1 do not fall because 1 am united. non cado per esere vnito
Granular material flows easily through the orifices of a sieve while 
what looks as pieces of straw remain on the sieve. Although Leonar­
do was thinking of some moral to be derived from thisy it has also 
some value from the point of view of a non-homogeneous discrete 
material which is easily separated in its components by means of a 
sieve. Even the most humble technical event can acquire some ethi­
cal value for the ethical man.
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